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Abstract
In this paper a class of strict LF-spaces is introduced on which the translation operators are defined properly and form a co-group. These spaces are called translatable
strict LF-spaces of 'V _ (JR)-type. Translatable strict LF-spaces of 'V _ (JR)-type are in
duality with 'V_(JR) and have Cf(JR) as a dense subspace. Here, 'V_(JR) denotes the
vector space of all arbitrarily many times differentiable functions on JR with support
bounded on the right, equipped with natural strict inductive limit topology. Furthermore, Cf(JR) denotes the vector space of all arbitrary times differentiable functions
on JR with support bounded on the left. Results on closed, translation invariant subspaces and operators are given based on a convolution calculus strongly related to the
translation co-groups. The class of translatable strict LF-spaces of 'V_(JR)-type will
be used in future research in the field of System Theory on the Realization problem
for continuous-time systems. In the final section we derive results on the topological
structures of a special closed subspace and quotient space.
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Introduction

The research and results presented here are inspired by papers of Hautus and Kalman
([KHD, Kamen ([KamlD and Yamamoto ([Yl] and [Y2D on a subject in the field of
System Theory, the Realization Problem for continuous-time systems. To understand the
problem of Realization we need to discuss some basics of System Theory first. Let us
think of a system as a device, accepting certain signals (inputs) and producing other
signals (outputs) according to some specific rules. A continuous-time system ~ is a system
with signals defined on the whole real time-axis. So, think of the signals (inputs and
outputs) as being "functions" on JR. Let us assume that the output of the system ~ is
uniquelY'determined by the input. Then, we can regard the system as a mapping, fE,
from the space of input signals (U) into the space of output signals (Y). Schematically
the system can be presented by the following scheme.
Y

U

The mapping fE is called the input/output mapping of the system ~. In fact, we can
describe the system ~ by the triple (U, Y, fE) completely. We call the triple (U, Y, fE) the
external description of the system ~. The triple (U, Y, fE) carries all external properties
of the system within. For example, the system ~ is said to be linear, if the signal spaces
U and Yare vector spaces and if the mapping fE is linear. The system ~ is said to be
time-invariant if for each input u E U causing the output y( = fE( u)) and for each t E JR,
we have that the "function" u(. + t) is an input (E U) causing the output y(. + t).
Similar to [KH], [Kaml], [Y1] and [Y2] we restrict our attention to linear time-invariant
continuous-time systems. Moreover, we consider only signals which are scalar-valued (real
or complex!) "functions" with support bounded on the left, i.e. "functions" u for which
there exists T E JR such that u(t)" =" 0 for t :::; T. This condition on the support of the
signals expresses the philosophy that the feeding of an input to the system has started only
a finite time span ago. However, since the time-point zero (the present) may be chosen
arbitrarily (time-invariance), this starting point may be chosen arbitrarily also. In fact, in
Kalman's approach to solve the realization problem for discrete-time dynamical systems
a similar assumption on the signals was made.
System theoreticians consider often the internal description of a system, the form in which
most systems appear when arising from modelling a (physical) problem. In particular,
linear time-invariant systems of the following form are studied
x(t)
{ yet)

=
=

A(x(t))
C(x(t))

+

B( u(t))

t

> 0, x(O)

= Xo,

(1)

where at each time to, x(t o ) denotes the state of the system, u(to) denotes the input and
y(to) denotes the output. Furthermore, A, B, C are linear mappings. In this setting the
State Space X, the vector space in which the state at each time takes its values, can be
infinite dimensional. Notice that to interpret x(t) it is inevitable to introduce a topology
on the state space X. From (1) we can deduce heuristically the following relation between
1

the input u and the output y:

yet) =

etAxo

+ i t Ce(t-'T)ABu(r)dr

(2)

for all t 2: o. So, given an internal description of a system the external description
(input/output mapping) can be derived from equality (2) taking Xo = O. The problem
of realization we consider is the following; Given its external description (U, Y, h), does
a system ~ have an internal description of the form (I)? And if so, what is a canonical
internal description, i.e. a, to some extent, unique one?
Taking a closer look at [KamI] and [YI] we observe that different choices for the input
and output spaces are made; each choice seeming to lead to a different realization theory.
In particular, in [Yl] we find U = Y = L?oc,+(JR), i.e. locally square Lebesque-integrable
functions which are bounded on the left, that is for every g E L?oc,+(JR) there is T E JR
such that

t < T almost everywhere.

get) = 0

Kamen took U = Y = D~(JR), i.e. all (Schwartz-) distributions with support bounded on
the left. So, for every G E D~(JR) there is T E JR such that
forall1f; E Cr;o(JR), supp(1f;) ~ (-oo,T],

G(1f;) = 0

where Cr;o(JR) denotes the vector space of all arbitrary times differentiable functions on
JR with bounded support.
Since point-evaluation both in L?oc,+(JR) and in V~(JR) is not well-defined, both the choices
consist of" generalized functions" or "distributions" rather than "functions". Therefore, in
treating the terms u( t) and y( t) in (1) we have to be careful. In fact, both equations have
to be interpreted weakly. Although not always recognized as such, here another (implicit)
topological aspect of the Realization problem appears.
The lack of a unifying realization theory for continuous-time systems is due to the enormous variety of choices for the input spaces and the output spaces, each choice corresponding to different assumptions on the behaviour and smoothness of the signals. Only considering smooth signals has the advantage that interpretational problems do not appear,
considering a larger vector space of signals has the advantage that more phenomenona,
as Bang-Bang controls, can be captured. It seems logical that different choices for the
signal spaces may influence the behaviour of a system essentially. Certain characteristic
phenomenona may not appear when restricting to a smaller collection of inputs. However,
will this always be the case? What happens if the restriction of admissable inputs is relatively "small", if the signal spaces are closely related. Let us consider the following three
examples.

Example 0.1 (Convolution system 1)
Let U = Y = C+(JR), the set of all continuous functions on JR with support bounded on
the left. Let hI : U -+ Y be defined as

1

00

hI (u)(t)

:=

2

u(t - r) e'T dr

for all u E C+(JR). Then ~1 = (U, Y, lEI) is a scalar linear time-invariant continuoustime system. An internal description for ~1 is the following. Let X = JR. Then the
equations

=

x(t)
{ yet)

=

x(t)
x(t)

+

t > 0, x(O)

u(t)

define the system ~ internally. In fact, let u E U such that u(t)
xo = 0, then for all t > 0

1

l

00

lEI (u)(t)
@)

et

u(t-r)eTdr :=

·I

t

= xo

= 0 for all t

t

u(t-r)eTdr =

(x(r) - x(r»· e- T dr

(XiCO)

x(t)

(3)

~

l

~ 0

and let

t
u(r)et-Tdr

yet).

Example 0.2 (Convolution system 2)
Let U = Y = Lfoc,+(JR). Let 1E2 : U -+ Y be defined as

for all u E Lfoc,+(JR). Then ~2 = (U, Y, 1E 2 ) is a scalar linear time-invariant continuoustime system. Again an internal description for ~2 is given by the equations
x(t)
{ yet)

x(t)
x(t)

+

almost everywhere for t
x(O) = XO,

u(t)

> 0,

where X = JR.

Example 0.3 (Convolution system 3)
Let U = Y = D~(JR). Let 1E3 : U -+ Y be defined as

1E3 (u)

:=

jl*U

for all u E D~(JR), where It denotes the distribution defined by

(</> E Cgo(JR»,
and where * denotes the convolution product between distributions. Then ~3 = (U, Y, f E3)
is a scalar linear time-invariant continuous-time system. Again an internal description
for ~3 is given by the equations
Dx
{ y

=

x
x

=

+

u

where D denotes the distributional derivative, i.e. Dx(</»
The equations have to be interpreted in a weak-sense.

3

= x( -</>') for

all </> E Cgo(JR).

The difference between the respective realizations in the previous three examples looks
rather subtle, all three have similar form and all three have a one-dimensional (canonical)
state space. The only (subtle) difference is the interpretation of the equations. We conclude that the realization of an input/output mapping might change only slightly, when
changing the signal spaces. Notice that C+(IR) ~ L~oc,+(IR) ~ V~(IR).
We intend to develop a realization theory applying to a class of signal spaces, such that
systems with comparable input/output mappings have similar (canonical) realizations.
Moreover, this theory should capture the classical situation of finite dimensional realizations. To develop such a theory, we consider signal spaces endowed with similar natural
topologies, natural in the sense that they are complete (locally convex) topological vector
spaces. For example, it is natural to endow both C+(IR) and L~oc,+(IR) with an inductive
limit topology. Doing so, C+(IR) can be regarded as a dense subspace of L;oc,+(IR). Hence,
~1 can be regarded as a "dense" subsystem of the system ~2' So, the only essential difference between ~1 and ~2 is the different topologies of the signal spaces.
We are aware there is criticism on the use of topology in system theoretical subjects like
realization theory. One argues that in dealing with real-world problems, the use of a
topology for the signal spaces seems rather artificial. Moreover, involving topology in the
problem of realization leads to topological difficulties additional to the purely algebraic
problems. Despite these arguments, when dealing with infinite dimensional structures it is
inevitable and useful to involve topological concepts. For example, the assertion that the
input/output mapping is continuous with respect to the respective signal space topologies restricts and structures the class of systems considerably. It is leading someone up
the garden when suggesting that one can solve every problem in (non-countable) infinite
dimensional structures by adding and multiplying only. Therefore, we do not intend to
develop a realization theory without any topological concept involved. On the contrary,
we intend to clarify the role of the topologies of the input space and the output space in
developing a realization theory. In fact, we try to develop a realization theory for systems
in which the input space and the output space can be chosen arbitrarily from a class of
function spaces, with similar topological structure. The aim of this paper is to construct
and to characterize this class of function spaces. So, one of the aims of this paper is
preliminary work for dealing with the realization problem.
As mentioned before, restrictions on the class of systems lead naturally to restrictions on
the admissable class of signal spaces. We intend to develop a realization theory for systems
~ with the following properties
1. ~

11. ~

iii.

~

IV. ~
V. ~

is a continuous-time system,
accepts scalar inputs and produces scalar outputs,
admits an input- / -output behaviour,
is linear,
is time-invariant.

Because of the conditions ii and iii, the signal spaces U and Y consist of scalar valued
functions of time. Similar to Kamen [Kaml] we accept generalized functions. To stick
4

with signals which are somehow implementable we suppose that V~(JR) is the largest set
of acceptable signals. So,

u, Y

~

V~(JR).

(4)

In dealing with continuous-time systems (condition i), infinite dimensional realizations are
likely to appear, so that topological aspects (like continuity and convergence) are relevant.
Therefore, we suppose that U and Yare endowed with a linear topology. In fact, we
suppose that U and Yare (sequentially) complete, locally convex Hausdorff topological
vector spaces, satisfying
U, Y

'->

V~(JR),

where we endow V~(JR) with the weak (-star) topology and the symbol '-> means continuously embedded.
Finally, to formalize the time-invariance of the systems under consideration, we need the
concept of translation or time-shift. Since U and Yare considered to be subspaces of
V~(JR), it suffices to introduce translations on V~(JR). Usually this is done by duality;
(</J E V_(JR), F E V~(JR)),

where V~(JR) can be regarded as the topological dual of V_(JR) and where

(O't</J)(s) := </J(t + s)

(8, t E JR, </J E V_(JR)),

defines the translation over t of elements of V_(JR). The translations (O't)tER form a
one-parameter group of (continuous) linear operators on V~(JR), i.e.
0'0

= id

(8, t E JR),

and

where id denotes the identity operator.
"Distributional" translations formalize the time-invariance of a system in the case that
inputs cannot be considered to be functions. A system is called time-invariant (or constant)
if the following holds. Let U E U an input to the system E causing the output y E Y, then
for every t E JR, O'tU is an acceptable input, i.e. O'tU E U, causing the output O'tY E Y. So,
to be able to introduce translation-, or time-invariance of a system, translations need to
be defined on the whole of U and Y. Put differently,

U and Yare translation - invariant subspaces of V~(JR).

(5)

In fact, we assume the translation group (O't)tER , restricted to the signal spaces U and
Y, to be strongly continuous, i.e. for all U E U and for all Y E Y
and

O'tY - Y

(t - 0)

(6)

with respect to the respective topologies of U and Y. This strong-continuity assumption
can be regarded as an additional assumption on the topologies of U and Y.
The strong continuity of the translation groups on U and Y has considerable advantages,

5

because the theories as developed in [vEij2], [vEdR1] and [vEdR2], and in a more preliminary stage in [vEij1] and [deR1], on strongly continuous groups of continuous linear
operators on strict LF-spaces becomes accessible. An important notion in the theory of
strongly continuous (abbreviated as co-) groups is the so called infinitesimal generator of
the co-group. In fact, the reason we demand the translation group to be strongly continuous is the existence of this operator. The infinitesimal generator 0(1 of the translation
group (C7t)tER on U (respectively Y) is defined as
J.:

u(1X·-

li m C7tX - x
--

. - t-O

(x E Dom(o(1)) '

t

where

Dom(o(1) := {x E U I lim

t_O

~(C7tX
t

x) exists}.

In [vEij2] it is shown that the cco-domain of 0(1, the greatest subset of U (respectively Y)
where 0(1 can be applied arbitrarily many times, is dense in U (respectively dense in Y),
when the topological structure of U is sufficiently nice, as a Banach space, Frechet space
or strict LF-space. In the example of Yamamoto, U = Y = L?oc.+(IR) , the cco-domain of
0(1 is C'f(IR), the space of all arbitrary times continuously differentiable functions on IR
with support bounded on the left. Also for the example of C+(IR) it can be shown that the
ceo-domain of the infinitesimal generator of the translation group is C'f(IR). In fact, we
want this property to hold for all our signal spaces, by demanding that the ceo-domain of
the infinitesimal generator Ocr of the translation group (C7dtER on a signal space U equals
C'f(IR) the signal spaces are strongly related to one and other.
The coo-domain of 0(1 on U equals Cf(IR).

(7)

Condition (7) can be used to look at a signal space from a different angle. Since the
ceo-domain of an infinitesimal generator is dense (see for example [vEij2]), we can regard
each signal space U as a completion of C'f(IR) equipped with restricted U-topology. In
fact, the restricted topology of U is supposed to be weaker than the natural strict LFtopology of C'f(IR) (see section 1). So, we can construct a class of admittable signal
spaces by classifying a number of topologies for C'f(IR), such that each completion of
C'f(IR) equipped with such a topology gives us a signal space satisfying the conditions
(4), (5), (6) and (7). This results in conditions on topologies.
It can be shown that the distribution spaces U and Y, satisfying the conditions (4),
(5), (6) and (7), are not Banach spaces nor Frechet spaces. So, the first less involved
topological structure that comes in line is a so ca.Iled strict inductive limit of Frechet
spaces or briefly a strict LF-space. In fact, Yamamoto's signal space L?oc.+(IR) is a strict
LF-space, satisfying the conditions (4), (5), (6) and (7). For a detailed introduction into
this topological structure we refer to section 1. Nevertheless, we mention a few properties.
First of all, a strict LF-space has a more tedious topological structure than Hilbert- and
Banach spaces, in general a strict LF-space is not normable. Each strict LF-space can
be written as the union of nested subspaces. For example, the vector space C+(1R) is an
example of a strict LF-space. C+(IR) can be written as

C+(IR) =

U{<I> E C+(IR) I supp(<I»
n

~ [-n,oo]} -.

U Cn.+(IR).
n

6

Endowing Cn,+(JR) with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact subset of
JR yields a Frechet space. In fact, for each n E IN we have that Cn,+(JR) is a subspace of
Cn+l,+(JR) and the topology of Cn,+(JR) equals the restricted topology of Cn+1,+(JR). We
call the set {Cn,+(JR) I n E IN} a strict inductive system (of Frechet spaces). The strict
inductive limit topology can be regarded as the finest locally convex Hausdorff extension
of the topologies of Cn,+(JR) to C+(JR).
Returning to the idea to construct a signal space by completion of C+(JR) with a certain
topology, we need to investigate the concept of completion to a strict LF-space. In section
2, it is shown that the completion of a strict pre-LF-space is a strict LF-space. In fact,
the wanted topologies for C'f(JR) are chosen to be strict pre-LF-topologies.
Summarizing, we come to the following assumptions on the signal spaces U and Y;
1.

11.
lll.

U and Yare strict LF-spaces.
U, Y

<......+

V~(JR), where the first embedding is dense,

the translation group (O't)tER on V~(JR) can be restricted to the whole of U and Y,
in particular U and Yare translation-invariant subspaces of V~(JR). The restricted
translation groups form co-groups of continuous linear operators.

iv. The infinitesimal generator Ou of

(O't)tER

has coo-domain C'f(JR).

In general, realization theory is not concerned with the structure of the input-, and the
output space, but merely with the structure of the input/output mapping fr;. Dealing
with linear continuous-time systems, it is natural to assume that IE is a continuous linear
mapping from the input space U into the output space Y. Furthermore, since we assume
our systems to be time-invariant, the mapping fr; has to satisfy the following invariance
relation
for all t E JR.

(8)

We call an operator satisfying the relations (8) translation invariant. So time-invariant,
continuous, linear operators become a subject of study. In [vEij2] it is shown that the
coo-domain, Dom oo (ou), of the infinitesimal generator Ou is a core for every translation
invariant, continuous, linear operator L from U into Y, Le.

((x, Lx) I x E Domoo(ou)} is dense in {(x,Lx) I x E U},
with respect to the product topology of U and Y. In other words, the graph of the mapping L restricted to Dom oo (ou) is dense in the graph of the mapping L. Since it can be
shown that L(Domoo(ou)) ~ DomOO(ou), and since it can be shown that for the signal
spaces U and Y, Dom oo (ou) == C'f(JR), this result has considerable impact. It shows
that input/output mappings from U into Yare uniquely determined on C'f(JR). In fact,
each input/output mapping from U into Y is a continuous extension of an input/output
mapping on C'f(JR).
The set-up of this paper is the following.
In section 1 we discuss topological concepts as (pre-) Frechet and strict (pre-) LF-spaces.
7

Special attention is devoted to the relation of these corresponding topologies and countable sets of seminorms. Concepts as co-groups and their infinitesimal generators on strict
(pre-) LF-spaces, closed and continuous mappings on strict (pre-) LF-spaces and locally
equicontinuous sets of mappings on strict (pre-) LF-spaces are introduced. Furthermore,
(the freedom for) the topology of the coo-domain of the infinitesimal generator of a Cogroup is discussed.
In section 2 we focus on the completion of strict pre-LF-spaces and the continuous extension of continuous linear operators on such a strict pre-LF-spaces to this completion.
In section 3 we introduce the class of (quasi-) translatable strict LF-spaces, which is our
candidate for the searched class of signal spaces. It is shown that the coo·domain of the
infinitesimal generator of the translation group on these spaces equals G'f(lR) always.
In section 4 we present three equivalent characterizations of the class of translatable strict
LF-spaces. The first characterization is in terms of bilinear forms, the second in terms
of continuous linear embeddings and the third in terms of restrictions on strict pre-LFtopologies on G'f(JR).
In section 5 an algebra of convolution operators and a convolution calculus strongly related to the translation group is presented. Concepts like regulizers and approximative
identities appear. Using this class of convolution operators results on translation invariant
operators and subspaces are derived.
Finally, in section 6 we return to the problem of realization. The static mode description
of a system is introduced. To formalize this description we focus on the topologization
of a particular closed subspace and a particular quotient space of each translatable strict
LF-space. Also, input/output mappings in this description of a system are discussed.

8

1

On strict LF-spaces and co-groups

In this paper topological concepts like Frechet spaces, F-spaces, and strict inductive limits
of Frechet spaces, strict LF-spaces, are frequently used. For a transparent introduction
of these kind of topological vector spaces, we refer to the monograph of Conway [Con].
Other standard references are the monographs of Kothe [Kotl], Schaeffer [Sch], Robertson
and Robertson [R-R] and Treves [Tre]. In [Flo] some basic results on strict LF-spaces are
summarized.
We copy the brief introduction in the theory of locally convex topological vector spaces
from [deRl].
All locally convex topological vector spaces arise in the following way. Let V be a vector
space over the real or complex field, and let II be a family of seminorms on V. Let Tn be
the topology on V in which the convex sets
XQ

+ Up

,€

:= XQ

+ {x E V I p(x)

< €}

(f > 0, P E II, XQ E V).

(9)

are a subbasis. Thus a subset U of V is open if and only if for every XQ E U there are
Pl ... ,Pn E II and € > 0 such that XQ + n~1 Up ;,€ ~ U. We speak of the family of
seminorms II generating the topology Tn on V. The topology Tn is linear on V, Le. the
algebraic operations addition and sca.lar multiplication are continuous with respect to Tn.
Therefore, (V, Tn) is a topological vector space. The topology is Hausdorff if and only if
the family of seminorms II is separating on V , i.e. npEn ker(p) = {O}. Summarizing.
Definition 1.1 Let V be a vector space and let II be a separating set of seminorms on
V. Then Tn is the linear topology on V in which the convex sets {Up ,€ I p E n,€ > O} (cf.
(9)) are a subbasis of neighborhoods of O. The Hausdorff, topological vector space (V, Tn)
which arises in this way is usually called a locally convex topological vector space
and the topology Tn a locally convex topology.
Remark 1.1.1 The notion of convergence of a sequence in a locally convex topological
vector space (V, Tn) can be expressed in terms of the family II of generating seminorms.
The sequence (Xn)nEN in V converges to x E V if and only if lim p(x n - x) = 0 for all
n-+oo

pEn. A sequence (Ym)mEN is called a Cauchy sequence iff

lim

k,m-+oo

P(Ym - Yk) = 0 for

all p E II. A locally convex topological vector space V is called sequentially complete iff
every Cauchy sequence is convergent within V.
Remark 1.1.2 Besides the notion of convergence of a sequence, also the more involved
notion of convergence of a net in a locally convex topological vector space (V, Tn) can
be expressed in terms of the family II of generating seminorms. The net (X"')"'Er in V
converges to x E V if and only if lim p( x-y - x) = 0 for all pEn. A net (Y-y )-yeN is called
-y

a Cauchy net iff lim p(Y-y - Yp) = 0 for all pEn. A locally convex topological vector
-y,p

space V is called complete iff every Cauchy net is convergent within V.
Definition 1.2 Let V and W be locally convex topological vector spaces. Then the mapping L : V

--+

W with domain Dom( L) is closed if the set {(x, Lx)

9

Ix

E Dom( L)} is

closed in V x W with product topology. Put differently, L is closed if for every net (x"Y )"YEr
in V such that x"Y -+ x and Lx"Y -+ Y, we have x E Dom( L) with Lx = y. If the latter
holds true only for sequences, then the mapping is said to be sequentially closed.
In case of a closed linear mapping on a complete locally convex topological vector space
its domain can be topologized to be a complete locally convex topological vector space,
also.
Proposition 1.3 Let (V, Tn) be a (sequentially) complete locally convex topological vector
space whose topology is generated by the family of seminorms II. Let L be a (sequentially)
closed linear operator on V with domain Dom( L). Then the seminorms {p + poL I p E
II} are separating and generate a locally convex topology making Dom( L) (sequentially)
complete. This topology is called the graph topology of L.
As for normed spaces, the notion of continuity of linear mappings on locally convex topological vector spaces can be translated into terms of each family of seminorms generating
the locally convex topology. From [deRl] we quote the following Lemma.
Lemma 1.4 Let (V, Tn) and (W, Jr) be locally convex topological vector spaces whose
topologies are generated by the families of seminorms II and r respectively. Then
(i) a seminorm p is continuous on (V, Tn) if and only if n E IN , PI, . .. ,Pn E II and
J( > 0 exist such that p(x) ~ J(. L:7=1 pi(X) for all x E V.
(ii) A linear mapping L : (V, Tn) -+ (W, Tr) is continuous if and only if for each seminorm q E r the seminorm x 1-+ q(Lx) is continuous on (V, Tn).
(iii) A set of linear mappings {Li : (V, Tn) -+ (W, Tr) liE I} is equicontinuous if and
only if for each seminorm q E r the seminorm x 1-+ sUPiEI q( Lix) is continuous on
(V, Tn).

In this paper we deal with one-parameter (semi- )groups of continuous linear mappings.
Definition 1.5 Let (O't)tER be a family of continuous linear mappings on a locally convex
topological vector space (V, Tn) having the following properties
(i)

0'0

is the identity mapping on (V, Tn),
for all s, t E JR,

(iii) lim O'tX = x
t-+O

for all x E (V, Tn).

Then (O't )tER is called a strongly continuous group of continuous linear mappings,
briefly a co-group, on (V, Tn).
An important concept associated to a co-group is its so called infinitesimal generator.
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Definition 1.6 Let (adtER be a co-group on a locally convex topological vector space

(V, Tn). The infinitesimal generator 00. of (at)tER is defined as
1:

Vo.X:=

li

m

t ..... o

at X -

X

(x E Dom(oo.)),

t

where Dom( 00.) := {x E V llimt.....o

te atX -

x ) exists}.

The infinitesimal generator 00. of a co-group is a linear operator with domain Dom( 00.)' In
[vEdRl], Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.4, the following is proved.
Theorem 1.7 For every co-group (at)tER on a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector space (V, Tn) its infinitesimal generator 00. is closed. Moreover, if we define
inductively o~+l and Dom( o~+t) by

Then o~+l is a closed, densely defined, linear operator on V. Furthermore, Dom oo ( 00.) :=
nkEIN Dom(o~) is dense in (V, Tn). The set Domoo(oo.) is called the coo-domain of
(at)tER'

Occasionally, locally convex topologies are generated by a countable number of seminorms.
In this case the O-subbasis can be taken countable.
Definition 1.8 Let (V, Tn) be a locally convex topological vector space. If Tn is generated
by a countable number of seminorms we call (V, Tn) a pre-Frechet space, or briefly preF-space. If in addition (V, Tn) is sequentially complete then we call (V, Tn) a Frechet
space, or briefly F-space.
Remark 1.8.1 We can choose the countable, generating set of seminorms {Pn I n E IN}
of a pre-F-space always ordered, Le. for all x E V, n E IN we have that Pn( x) ~ Pn+l (x).
For exampIe, if {qn I n E IN} generates the topology Tn on V, then the ordered family
of seminorms {Pn := l::?=t qi I n E IN} generates the same topology. From now on,
unless explicitly mentioned otherwise, we assume each generating set of seminorms for a
pre-Frechet space to be ordered.
In this paper we deal with countable strict inductive systems of (pre-) F-spaces especially.
Definition 1.9 Let {Fn In E IN} be a collection of (pre-) Frechet spaces with associated
topologies Tn. Then this collection is called a (countable) strict inductive system of
(pre-) Frechet spaces if

• F n is a closed subspace of F n +t , n E IN,
• the topology Tn for F n equals the relative topology Tn+t

IF

n •

The vector space U~=t F n is called the strict ind uctive limit of the system {Fn I n E IN}.
The sequence (Fn)nEN is called a defining sequence for the strict inductive limit.
11

Remark 1.9.1 Notice that the case that all F n are equal may occur, contrary to most
literature, where often it is assumed that each F n is a proper closed subspace of Fn+I'
Hence, in this set-up a (pre-) F-space is a strict (pre-) LF-space also. So all properties we
derive for strict LF-spaces are true in particular for F-spaces.
Leaves us the problem how to find a "natural" locally convex topology for a strict inductive
limit, the so called strict inductive limit topology. In literature often the more general case
of an inductive limit and inductive limit topology is treated. In case of inductive limit the
conditions of 1.9 are weakened, requiring only that F n is a (proper) subspace of Fn+I and
requiring that the topology Tn is finer than relative topology Tn+I l.Tn • Although the strict
inductive limit topology as presented below is no more than an inductive limit topology
(see for example [Con], §IV.5), the given definition is not in the common form. In fact,
the definition of a strict inductive limit topology as presented below is a consequence of
the common definition. We restrict our attention to strict inductive systems of (pre-) F-sp
aces.
Definition 1.10 Let {Fn I n E .bY} be a strict inductive system of (pre-) Frechet spaces,
then the strict inductive limit topology for U~=l F n is the Hausdorff locally convex
topology generated by the collection of all seminorms p on U~=l F n with the property that
p l.Tn is continuous on F n for every n E .bY. The vector space U~=l F n endowed with its
strict inductive limit topology is denoted by ind F n . We call a (countable) strict inductive
n

limit ind F n of (pre-) Frechet spaces a strict (pre-) LF-space.
n

Remark 1.10.1 The Hausdorff property of strict (pre-) LF-spaces is one of the great
advantages of considering strict LF-spaces instead of the more general concept of (pre-)
LF-spaces. Furthermore, we mention that a strict LF-space is always complete (see [Kotl]
§19.5). A strict (pre-) LF-space is metrizable iff it is a (pre-) F-space. In fact, if a strict
LF-space ind F n is metrizable, then m E .bY exists such that Fk = F m for all k ~ m (see
n

for example [S-N]).
Consider the strict pre-LF-space ind F n , where the separating set of seminorms lIn =
n

{Pn,k IkE .bY} generates for each n E .bY the Frechet-topology of F n . So a seminorm p is
continuous on ind F n if and only if
n

Instead of the countable collection {lIn I n E .bY} of families of generating seminorms, we
can construct a single countable, separating family of seminorms on ind F n inducing (not
n

generating!) the strict inductive limit topology. To do so, we apply the following Lemma
(d. [Con], Corollary 5.15).
Lemma 1.11 Let {Fn I n E .bY} be a strict inductive system of (pre-) F-spaces and let
no E .bY be fixed. Then f01' every continuous seminorm p on F no ' there exists a continuous
seminorm p on ind
F n such that p IF.no = p.
n
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Now extend for every k, n E IN, Pn,k to a continuous seminorm Pn,k on i~d :Fn . Define for
every k E IN the seminorm Pk by
Pk := max{p1,k,'" ,pk,k},

IT := {Pk IkE IN} induces the topology of ind:F
n in the sense that
n
{Pk IF IkE IN} generates the topology of :Fn for each n E IN. We obtained the

then the family

IT IF

n

:=

n

following result.
Proposition 1.12 Let ind:Fn be a strict (pre-) LF-space. Then there exists an (ordered)
n

countable separating family of continuous seminorms {Pk
for each n

E IN

IkE

IN} on ind :Fn , such that
n

the family of seminorms {Pk IFn IkE IN} generate the topology of :Fn •

Again we emphasize that, in general, it is not true that IT generates the inductive limit
topology of ind:Fn • In fact, IT generates a pre-Frechet topology on U::;O=l :Fn • However,
n

since the choice of IT is far from unique, so is this pre-Frechet topology. To illustrate this
we give the following example.
Example 1.13 Consider the vector space ofreal valued sequences JRN. Let 'l/J denote the
subset of all finite sequences, Le.

The space 'l/J admits a strict inductive structure if we decompose it as follows
'l/J =

U

'l/Jm :=

mEN

U {(Xn)nEN E JRN I't/k?m

Xk

= O}.

mEN

Each 'l/Jm is a finite dimensional subspace of'l/J. Let 11.11 be an arbitrary norm on 'l/J. Endow
each 'l/Jm with the restricted norm, denoted by 11.llm. The collection {( 'l/Jm, 11.llm) I mE IN}
is a strict inductive system of Banach spaces. Since all norms on a finite dimensional space
are equivalent, the strict LB-space ind ('l/Jm, 11.llm) does not depend on the choice of the
m

norm 11.11. Obviously, we have that
ind
('l/Jm, 11·llm)
m

~

('l/J, 11·11)·

However, the normed space ('l/J, 11.11) depends heavily on the choice of the norm 11.11. For
example, taking

i=l

i=l

it is easily seen that

but the converse is not true. In fact, the completion of ('l/J, II.III) is the Banach space 11
and the completion of ('l/J, 11.112) is the Banach space 12 •
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Corollary 1.14 Let {Fn I n E IN} be a strict inductive system of (pre-) F-spaces with
associated topologies Tn. Then a pre-Frechet topology T exists for U~=l F n , such that
00

iZ;d F n

(U F

~

n , T),

n=l

and TIFn =

Tn for each n

E IN.

We recall the following classical result.
Theorem 1.15 Let (V, Tn) be a pre-F-space. Then an F-space (F, T) exists such that
(V, Tn) ~ (F, T), where the embedding is dense and isometric and Tlv= Tn. This Fspace (F, T) is called a completion for (V, Tn). It is uniquely determined up to isometric
isomorphism.
Proof.
See for example [Kotl], §18.4, page 211.

••Combining Corollary 1.14 and Theorem 1.15 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 1.16 Let {Fn In E IN} be a strict inductive system of (pre-) F-spaces with
associated topologies Tn. Then an F-space F exists with the following properties
00

• UF

n

is dense in F,

n=l

• If T denotes the topology of F, then T

IF

n

=

Tn,

• F n is closed in F if and only if F n is an F-space.
The standard example of an LF-space is the following.
Example 1.17 (1)(IR).)
Let C~(IR) be the space of all infinitely differentiable, complex valued functions on lR
with compact support. Then

C~(IR) =

U{4> E C~(IR) I supp(4)) ~ [-n,n]}
n

=;

UC';(1R).

(10)

n

Endowing C';(IR) with the topology of uniform convergence in every derivative yields a
Frechet space, which we denote by V,n(IR). In fact, the collection {V,n(lR) I n E IN} is a
strict inductive system with (strict) inductive limit V(IR). The seminorms {qk IkE IN},
with
k

qk(4))

:=

L

max

14>(i)(t) I

(4) E C~(IR))

i=O tE[-k,k]

induce the LF-topology of 1)(IR). The F-space generated by these seminorms is £(lR).
14

A similar example of a strict LF-space, used frequently in this paper, is the space 1J+(JR).
Example 1.18 (1J+(JR).)
Let C'f(JR) be the space of all infinitely differentiable, complex valued functions on JR
with support bounded on the left. Then

U{¢> E C'f(JR) I supp(¢»

C'f(JR) =

~ (-00, n]} =:

UC~+(JR).

(11)

n

n

Again, endowing C~+(JR) with the topology of uniform convergence in every derivative
on every compact subset of JR yields a Frechet space, which we denote by 1Jn ,+(JR). The
collection {1J n ,+ (JR) I n E IN} is a strict inductive system with (strict) inductive limit
V+(JR). The collection of seminorms {Pk IkE IN}, where
k

Pk(¢»

:=

L

I ¢>(i)(t) I

max

i=O

tE[-k,k]

(¢>E C'f(JR))

induces the LF-topology of V+(JR). Since V(JR) ~ 1J+(JR) ~ £(JR), we find that £(JR) is
again the F-space generated by the seminorms {Pk IkE IN}.
An example of a pre-LF-space is the following.
Example 1.19 Let C'f(JR) be the space of all infinitely differentiable, complex valued
functions on JR with support bounded on the left as in example 1.18. Endowing C~+(JR)
with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact subset of JR, Tn, yields a noncomplete pre-Frechet space. The collection {(C~+(JR), 'Tn) I n E IN} is a strict inductive
system with (strict) inductive limit (C'f(JR), T). The seminorms {rk IkE IN}, where

rk('l/J):=

max

tE[-k,k]

I 'l/J(t) I

('l/J E C'f(JR))

induce the pre-LF-topology of (C'f(JR), T). The F-space associated to (C'f(JR), T) in the
sense of Proposition 1.16 is C(JR), the space of all complex valued continuous functions
on JR with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact subset of JR.
Next, we consider continuous linear mappings on strict LF-spaces. Since a strict (pre) LF-spaces has in general a non-countable generating family of seminorms (if it has a
countable generating family of seminorms it is a (pre-) F-space) the characterization of
continuous linear mappings in terms of this family (Lemma 1.4) is not satisfying. In fact,
we can do better as the following result shows (see [Flo]).
Theorem 1.20 Let ind F n and ind Om be two strict LF-spaces and let L be a linear mapn

m

ping from ind F n into ind Om. Then the following statements are equivalent.
n

m

(i) The mapping L is continuous.
(ii) For all n E IN ther'e is a m E IN such that L(Fn ) ~ Om and L IFn: F n
continuous.
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Om zs

(iii) The mapping L is everywhere defined and closed.
(iv) The graph of L is sequentially closed in ind F n EEl ind Om with respect to the direct
n
m
sum topology.

Remark 1.20.1 The equivalence of (i) and (iii) can be read as the Closed Graph Theorem
for strict LF-spaces.
There is an Open Mapping Theorem for strict LF-spaces also (see [Kotl], page 43).
Theorem 1.21 If L is a continuous linear surjection from a strict LF-space ind F n onto
n

a strict LF-space ind Om, then L is open.
m

In fact, this result is due to J. Dieudonne and L. Schwartz. Kothe extended the result to
the case of (not necessarily strict) LF-spaces.
We are interested particularly in one-parameter co-groups on strict (pre-) LF-spaces. An
important notion associated to a co-group is local equicontinuity. We call a co-group
(at)tER locally equicontinuous if for every compact subset K ~ JR the set of continuous
linear operators {at I t E K} is equicontinuous. In terms of seminorms (d. Lemma 1.4)
this gives the following definition.
Definition 1.22 We call a co-group (at)tER on a strict (pre-) LF-space ind F n locally
n
equicontinuous if for any continuous seminorm p on ind F n and any compact subset K

of JR the mapping x

~

n

SUPtEK p( atx) defines a continuous seminorm on ind F n •
n

On strict LF-spaces, in fact even on barrelled spaces (see [Kom]) , local equicontinuity
of a co-group (at)tER is guaranteed. In [vEij2], Theorem 3.10, the following result is
formulated.
Proposition 1.23 If (ad tER is a co-group on the strict LF-space ind F n , then (adtER
n
is locally equicontinuous. In addition, for all K ~ JR compact and every n E IN, there is
m E IN such that the set {at IFn I t E K} is an equicontinuous subset of L(Fn , F m ).
Remark 1.23.1 Although we have no counterexample, we do not expect Proposition
1.23 to be true for the case of strict pre-LF-spaces. In fact, strict pre-LF-spaces are not
always barrelled (see [F-W], §1O.1.3) and therefore not always of second category. They
are quasi-barrelled (and bomological) (see [H-K]). However, the proof Komura gave in
[Kom] cannot be extended strajghtforwardly to the case of quasi-barrelled spaces.
In the sections §3 and §4 we shall restrict our attention to one-parameter groups of translations.
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Example 1.24 (Translation group on C+(JR).)
Let C+(JR) be the space of all continuous, complex valued functions on JR with support
bounded on the left. Then C+(JR) can be decomposed as

C+(JR) =

U{4> E C+(JR) I supp(4)) ~ (-co,n]) =: UCn,+(JR).

(12)

n

n

Endowing each Cn,+(JR) with the topology of uniform convergence on every compact
subset of JR yields a Frechet space. The collection {Cn,+(JR) I n E IN} is a strict inductive
system with (strict) inductive limit C+(JR).
The translations (O'dtER on C+(JR) are defined by

(O't4»(s) := 4>(t + s)

(s, t E JR, 4> E C+(JR».

The collection (O't)tER is a co-group on C+(JR), so it is locally equicontinuous. Indeed,
for the compact subset [-1, k] of JR and any n E IN, we have that {O't ICn.+(R) I t E [-1, k]}
is an equicontinuous subset of L(Cn,+(JR),Cn+k,+(JR»
Next, fix a strict LF-space ind F n and fix a co-group ((tt)tER on ind F n with infinitesimal
n

n

generator 601 • We are interested in the coo-domain Dom OO (6 01 ) of the co-group ((tt)tER
especially. The natural question involving a coo-domain is how to topologize it. This
shows to be non-trivial. In fact, we decompose Dom oo ( 6 algebraicly in two manners,
each leading to a different (but natural) topology. To do so, we use the following result
from [vEij2] (Theorem 3.10).
(1 )

Lemma 1.25 Let ((tt)tER be a co-group on the strict LF-space ind F n with infinitesimal
n

generator 601 • Then for every k, n E IN there exists m E IN, such that for all x E
F n n Dom(6~) we have 6~x E F m (j = 0,1, ... ,k). Furthermore, for every n E IN there
exists m E IN, such that for all x E F n n Dom=(6 we have 6~x E F m (j = 0,1, ... ).
(1 )

Define for each k E INo, n E IN the subspace Fk,n by

Fk,n

:=

{x E Dom(6~) 16~x E F n (i = 0,1, ... ,k)},

(13)

where Dom( 6~) := ind F n . Notice that for each k E INo, n E IN we have
n

Moreover, we have for each k E INo

=

Dom(6~)

Applying Lemma 1.25 we decompose Dom=( 6

(1 )

D01n=(601 ) =

n=

in two different ways;

Dom(6~)

n= U=

k=O n=l

k=O
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Fk,n

(14)

and

U n :Fk,n'
00

OO

Dom (8o,) =

00

(15)

n=l k=O

Next, we topologize :Fk,n for fixed k, n E IN. Let II be a family of seminorms generating
the topology of ind
:Fn. Define'
~ n as the locally convex topology on :Fk n brought about
n
,
by the seminorms {p 0 8~ I i = 0,1, ... ,k, P E II}. Hence a net (x-y )-YEr converges to x in
(:Fk,n, ~,n) if and only if 8~x-y -+ 8~x in iZ;d:Fn for all i E IN. Since each operator 8~ is
closed (Theorem 1.7) and since iZ;d:Fn is complete, it follows that (:Fk,n, ~,n) is complete.
Furthermore, if {Pm I m E IN} are a family of seminorms generating the Frechet-topology
of :Fn , the inclusion :Fk,n ~ :Fn yields that the seminorms {Pm 0 8~ IkE IN} generate the
topology ~,n, thus ~,n is metrizable. We conclude that each (:Fk,n, ~,n) is an F-space.
By the seminorm description of the topologies ~,n it is seen directly that
(16)
and

(17)
Moreover, each collection {(:Fk,n, ~,n) I n E IN} is a strict inductive system of F-spaces.
Furthermore, the inclusion (16) yields that
••.

'-+

iZ;d (:Fk,n, ~,n)

'-+

•..

'-+

iZ;d (:F1,n, 'li,n)

'-+

iZ;d :Fn .

(18)

There is a second approach (leading to the same topology) in topologizing the :Fk,n'S.
Particularly, recall from Proposition 1.3 that the subspace Dom( 6~) of ind:F
n endowed
n
.
with graph topology is complete. Here the graph topology of 6~ is the locally convex
topology brought about by the seminorms {p + p 0 6~ I p E II}. Each :Fk,n is a closed
subspace of Dom(6~). In particular, let (Xl)IEN be a sequence in :Fk,n converging in
Dom( 8~) to y. Then y E D07n( 6~) n :Fn and 6~y E :Fn. Moreover, by inductively using
the following identity from [vEij2] (page 21)

it O'.r-t 8Q1 x dr
we find that 6~xn

-+

=

6~y in ind:Fn for all i
n

(x E Dom(oQl))'

x

= 1, ... ,k -

(19)

1. Since :Fn is a closed subspace

of ind :Fn , this yields that 6~y E :Fn , or equivalently, y E :Fk,n' Hence :Fk,n is a closed
n

subspace of Dom(6~).
Next, let ik,n denote the 6~-graph topology restricted to :Fk,n' Then (:Fk,n, ik,n) is a
complete locally convex topological vector space. It is metrizable, because :Fn is metrizable.
Hence (:Fk,n, ik,n) is an F-space also. Since the identity mapping from (:Fk,n, ~,n) into
(:Fk,n, ik,n) is obviously continuous and bijective, the Open Mapping Theorem for F-spaces
yields that (:Fk,n, ~,n) = (:Fk,n, ik,n)' Hence, for each k E IN we have
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From now we omit the addition 'Ik,n to Tk,n'
Returning to the question how to topologize Dom OO (6 01 ), we find two natural topologizations. The first one corresponds to decomposition (14). In fact, considering the left-sided
chain structure (18), we endow Dom OO ( 601 ) with the projective limit topology Tproj of the
family of strict LF-spaces {ind Tk n I k = 0,1, ... }, Le.
n

'

(20)
The projective limit (Dom OO (6 0t ), Tproj) is a complete locally convex topological vector
space. In fact, it is the topological structure presented in the paper [vEdR1]. But, although
it seems to be the most natural topologization for Dom OO ( 601 ), it has in general not the
desirable strict LF-structure.
The second possibility to topologize Dom OO ( 601 ) follows from equality (15). In fact, define
for each n E IN, T oo,n by

n Tk,n'
00

Too,n

:=

k=O

Since the collection {Tk,n IkE IN} is a left-sided chain ofF-spaces by (16), we endow Too,n
with the projective limit topology of the F-spaces Tk,n' Hence Too,n is an F-space also
(see for example [deRl]). In fact, its Frechet topology is brought about by the seminorms
{(p 0 6~) IFoo •n I p E II, i = 0,1, ... }. Now, the family of F-spaces {Too,n I n E 1V} is a
strict inductive system. The associated strict inductive limit topology for Dom OO ( 601 ) we
denote by Tind, i.e.

(21)
Summarizing, we have introduced the following topologies for Dom OO (6 01 ).
Definition 1.26 Let (D:t)tER be a co-group on the strict LF-space ind Tn. Let 601 denote
n

the infinitesimal generator of (D:t)tER' Then
(Dom OO (6 0t ), Tind)

:=

ind proj Tk,n,
n

k

and

where for each n E IN, k E INo the F-space Tk,n is defined as

Tk,n

:=

{x E Dom(6~) 16~x E Tn (i = 0,1, ... ,k)},

equipped with restricted graph topology of Dom( 6~).

By definition the topology Tind is finer than the topology Tproj on Dom OO ( 601 ),
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Proposition 1.27 Let 001 be the infinitesimal generator of the co-group (Qt)tER on the
strict LF-space ind F n . Then
n

Although the topologies Tproj and 7ind are different in general, sequential continuity and
sequential convergence is the same for both (Domoo(oOl)' Tproj) and (Dom OO (oOl),7ind) as
the following result shows.
Proposition 1.28 Let 001 be the infinitesimal generator of the co-group (Qt)tER on the
strict LF-space ind F n . Then the following statements are equivalent.
n

• The sequence

(XI)IEN

converges to x in (Domoo(oOl)' Tproj) .

• The sequence

(XI)IEN

converges to x in (Domoo(oOl)' 7ind).

Proof.
Suppose

x in (Dom oo (oOl),7ind) = indFoon . So m E IN exists such that Xl -r X in
n
'
F oo ,m' Therefore Xl -'> X in Fk ,m for each k E IN. So Xl -r X in ind
n Fk ' n for each k E INo.
We conclude that XI -r X in proj ind :h,n, or put differently, in Tproj-sense.
XI ~

k

Conversely, suppose that

XI

-'>

n

X

in (Domoo(oOl)' Tproj) = proj indFk,n' SO,
k

XI -r X

in

n

ind Fk,n for each k E INo. Particularly, XI -'> X in ind F n , so mo E IN exists such that
n
n
XI -r X in F mo ' Applying Lemma 1.25, there exists m E IN such that XI -r X in Fk,m for
each k E IN. Hence, Xl -r X in projFk,m' We conclude that Xl -'> X in ind projFk,n, or
k

n

k

put differently, in 7ind-sense.

••Finally, we give an example showing that the topologies Tproj and 7ind can be different.
Example 1.29 Consider the strict LF-space C+(JR)

= ind
C n +(JR)
n
'

from example 1.24

with translation group (at )tER' The infinitesimal generator of (at )tER equals the difwith domain C~(JR), Le. all continuously differentiable complex
ferentiation operator
valued functions on JR with support bounded on the left. Then the F-space Ck,n.+(JR), as
in (13), is defined for each k, n E IN by

tt

Ck,n,+(JR) := {x E C~(JR) I x(i) E Cn,+(JR) (i = 0,1, ... ,k)} =: C~,+(JR),
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence up to the k-th derivative on every
compact subset of JR. Besides, Dom oo (ou) = Cf (JR). In fact, we have

so (DomOO(ou), Tproj)

= C+(JR) n [(JR) with intersection topology.

Moreover, we have

(Dom OO (ou),7ind) = ind proj C~ +(JR) =: ind C':+(JR),
n

k'
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n'

where C'::+(lR) consists of all COO-functions on lR with support within [-n, 00) endowed
with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of lR in every derivative.
Since the topological duals of (Dom OO (DO' ), 'Tproj) and (Dom OO ( DO'), 'lind) are different, so
do the topologies 'Tproj and 'lind differ. For example, define the functional L on Cf(lR)
by
00

Lx :=

L

x(i)( -i)

(x E Cf(lR»,

i=l

Then L is continuous on (DOmOO(DO'), 'lind), but not on (DOmOO(DO'), 'Tproj).

2

Completion of strict pre-LF-spaces

The concept of completion is far more general than the concept mentioned in Theorem 1.15.
Every Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space has a locally convex completion,
which is unique up-to isomorphism (see [KoU] §18.4, where it is shown that a smallest
complete hull exists). The completion of a strict pre-LF-space is a strict LF-space. To
prove this we apply Proposition 1.16 and Theorem 1.15.

Theorem 2.1 Let {Fn 1 n E IN} be a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces. Then a
strict inductive system of F-spaces {Fn I n E IN} exists such that

Fm

Fm

<......+

and

Fm n

ind F n
n

=

Fm

for each m E IN. In particular, we have

ind F n
n

ind Fn ,

<......+

n

where the embedding is dense. The strict LF-space ind Fn is a completion of the strict
n

pre-LF-space ind F n •
n

Proof.
Let {Fn 1 n E IN} be a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces with a.ssociated topologies
Tn. Then, Proposition 1.16, there is an F-space F with Frechet topology 7 such that

and 71Fm = 7 m . Now, let for each m E IN, Fm be the closure of F m within F. With
induced F-topology (= 7 IFm !) each Fm is an F-space, satisfying

(71-Fm+l )1-F m

--

71-F m

(22)

•

Since Fm is closed in F, equality (22) implies that Fm is closed in Fm+1 • So {Fn 1 n E IN}
is a strict inductive system of F-spaces which satisfies the inclusions of the statement.
Leaves us to prove that Fm n ind F n = F m. Therefore let x E Fm n ind F n , then k E IN
n

exists such that x E Fm+k and

(XdIEN

n

exists in F m such that
21

Xl -

x in Fm . Hence

Xl -

x

in Fm+k' Since F m is closed in Fm+k this yields that x E F m , hence Fm n ind F n ~ F m .
n
Con versely, it is obvious that Fm n ind F n 2 F m , which proves the statement.
n

••Now, we can extend Theorem 1.20 to strict pre-LF-spaces.

Theorem 2.2 Let ind F n and ind Om be two strict pre-LF-spaces. Let L be a linear mapn
m
ping from ind Fn into ind Om' Then the following statements are equivalent.
m

n

(i) The mapping L is continuous.
(ii) L extends continuously to a continuous linear opemtor L from ind Fn into ind Om, .
n

the respective completions of ind F n and ind Om'

m

m

n

(iii) For all n E IN there is an m E IN such that
(23)

Proof.
We prove (i) :} (ii) :} (iii) :} (i).
First, let L be a continuous linear mapping from ind F n into ind Om' Since ind F n and
m

n

n

ind Om are sequentially dense in ind Fn and ind Om respectively and since the latter are
m

m

n

complete, the mapping L extends to a sequentially continuous linear mapping L from
ind F n into ind Om' In fact, because of Theorem 1.20, L is continuous. So (i) :} (ii).
n

m

To prove that (ii) :} (iii) suppose L has a continuous linear extension L from ind Fn into
n

ind Om' Now, let n E IN be fixed, then by Theorem 1.20, there is an m E IN such that
m

L(Fn )

~

Om.

In particular, applying Theorem 2.1 yields

and L IFn: F n -+ Om is continuous.
To prove (iii) :} (i), let q be a continuous seminorm on ind Om' Then, for each m E IN,
m

q 19m is a continuous seminorm on Om' Applying (23) yields for each n E IN that (qo L) IFn
is a continuous seminorm on F n • Hence, q 0 L is a continuous seminorm on ind F n • We
n
conclude that L is continuous linear mapping from ind F n into ind Om'
n

m

••Next, we focus on one-parameter co-groups on strict pre-LF-spaces.

Using Theorem 2.2
we can deduce easily that a group of continuous linear operators on a strict pre-LF-space
extends continuously to a group of continuous linear operators on its completion. However,
it is not necessarily true that a co-group extends to a co-group. In fact, we have to make
additional assumptions. To see this we reverse the question, Le. when is a co-group on
a strict LF-space, which is the completion of a strict pre-LF-space, the extension of a Cogroup? The concept that comes into play is local equicontinuity. As mentioned in Remark
22

1.23.1, we do not expect that every co-group on a strict pre-LF-space is automatically
locally equicontinuous. So, applying Proposition 1.23 yields that a necessary condition on
a co-group on a strict pre-LF-space to be extended to a co-group on its completion is it to
be locally equicontinuous. The following result shows that it is also sufficient.
Proposition 2.3 Let ind F n be a strict pre-LF-space with completion ind Fn • Then a
n

n

co-group (Ot)tER on ind F n extends to a co-group (f3t)tER on the strict LF-space ind Fn if
n

n

and only if (Ot)tER is locally equicontinuous.
Proof.
We prove only sufficiency. Therefore, let (Ot)tER be a locally equicontinuous co-group
(Ot)tER on the strict pre-LF-space ind F n • Applying Theorem 2.2 (Qt)tER extends conn

tinuously to a group of continuous, linear mappings (f3dtER on ind Fn . Leaves us to prove
n

that (f3t)tER is strongly continuous, Le. f3tX - x(t - 0) for all x E indFn . Therefore, fix
a continuous seminorm p on ind :Fn , x E ind:Fn and
n

n

n

f

> O. By construction p is continuous

on ind F n , so the local equicontinuity of (Qt)tER guarantees the existence of a continuous
n

seminorm q on ind F n such that
n

(t E [-1,1]' Y E indFn ).
n

Extending (Ot\ER to ind:Fn and extending q to the continuous seminorm ij on ind:Fn we
n
n
obtain

p(f3tY)

::;

(24)

(t E [-1,1], Y E indFn ),

ij(y)

n

meaning that (f3t)tER is locally equicontinuous. We notice that p ::; ij.
Furthermore, since ind F n is dense in ind :Fn , Yo E ind F n exists, such that
n

n

n

(24)

p( X - Yo)

::;

ij( x - Yo)

::;

f

-

(25)

3

Finally, since (Ot)tER is a co-group on indFn , to E (0,1) exists, such that
n

f

Combining (24), (25) and (26) yields for each

p(f3t X - x)

::;

p(f3t( x - Yo»

+ p(f3tYo

(26)

Itl::; to

- Yo)

+ p(Yo

We conclude that (f3t)tER is a co-group on ind Fn .
n

(I t I::; to).

3"

p(f3tYo - Yo) = p( °tYo - Yo) ::;

- x)

<

f

f

f

-3+3
- +3-

f.

••The following result, which we apply in section 5, is an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.23 and 2.3.
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Lemma 2.4 Let (at)tER be a locally equicontinuous co-group on the strict pre-LF-space
ind F n • Then for all K ~ JR compact and every n E IN, there exists m E IN such that
n

(t E K).
In fact, the set {at IFn I t E K} is an equicontinuous subset of L(Fn , F m ).

3

Translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(lR)-type

We arrive at the main concept of this chapter, the concept of (quasi-) translatable strict
LF-spaces of V_(JR)-type. A quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type is a strict
LF-space on which a translation group exists and which can be paired with V_(JR) via
a non-degenerated bilinear form. Naturally, in the nomenclature of a quasi-translatable
strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type, strict LF-space refers to the topological structure of the
vector spaces under consideration, the adjective translatable refers to the existence of a
translation group on these spaces and the addition ofV_(JR)-type refers to the possibility
to pair these strict LF-spaces with D_(IR) via a non-degenerated bilinear form. Further
on we show that strict LF-space is the most simple topological a quasi-translatable space
of V_(JR)-type might have.
Definition 3.1 Let V be a strict LF-space with a co-group (at)tER' Suppose there exists
a non-degenerated bilinear form s on V_(JR) x V satisfying the following conditions for
all t/>o E V_(JR) and all Xo E V

(i) the mapping x

f-+

s(t/>o, x) is a continuous linear functional on V,

(ii) the mapping </>

f-+

s(</>,xo) is a continuous linear functional on V_(JR),

(iii) s(t/>o,atxo) = s(<7-t</>o,xo) for all t E JR,
then V is called a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type. The co-group
(at )tER is called a translation group for V.
Remark 3.1.1 Conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.1 are equivalent to
V~(JR) which is continuous with respect to
the strict inductive limit topology of V and the weak* topology <7(V~(JR), V_(JR))

(i') There exists a linear injection j : V

-+

of V~(JR).
In fact, given the non-degenerated bilinear form s we can define j by

j(x)(</»

:=

(</> E D_(JR), x E V),

s(x,t/»

and conversely, given the injection j we can define s by the above. Furthermore, we have
for all t E JR, t/> E D_(JR) and x E V

j( atx )(t/».
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So, (adtER are precisely the V~ (JR)-translations restricted to V. Put differently, any
quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type is a translation invariant subspace of
V~(1R).

.

For the infinitesimal generator Oex of (at )tER a similar observation can be made. In fact,
let D denote the distributional differentiation operator on V~(1R). Then we have for all
4> E V_(1R) and x E Dom(oex)

D(j(x»(4»

=

j(x)(-4>')

=

s(-4>',x)

=

s(4),oexx)

=

j(oex x )(4»,

i.e. Oex is the distributional differentiation operator restricted to V.
Remark 3.1.2 In [vEijl] a similar definition of translatable Frechet space (ofV(JR)-type)
is given.

Before introducing the slightly stronger notion of translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)type we investigate quasi-translatable strict LF-spaces. Similar to the case of quasitranslatable Frechet spaces of V(JR)-type in [vEijl], Theorem 38, we have the following
result.
Proposition 3.2 Let V be a quasi-translatable strict LF-space ofV_(JR)-type with translation group (adtER and bilinear form s. Then there is an unique linear injection i from

DomOO(oex) into C'f(JR), satisfying for all 4> E V_(JR) and all x E DomOO(oex)
s(4),x) =

1:

4>(r)(i(x»(r) dr.

(27)

The mapping i is continuous from the strict LF-space (DomOO(oex), Tind) (!) into the strict
LF-space V+(JR).
Proof.
The proof will be given in appendix A. It is based upon a convolution calculus, which we
introduce in section 5 and upon a result due to Dixmier and Malliavin (see [D-M]) .

••It is impossible to construct quasi-translatable spaces of V_(JR)-type with a topological
structure more simple than the one of strict LF-spaces, such as Hilbert spaces, Banach
spaces or even Frechet spaces.
Proposition 3.3 There exists no quasi-translatable F-space of V _ (JR)-type.
Proof.
Suppose F is a quasi-translatable F-space of V_(JR)-type with non-degenerated bilinear
form s and let (at)tER be the translation group on F with infinitesimal generator oex'
Then F is a strict LF-space ind F n , with F n := F for each n E IN. Using the terminology
n

Fn,k from §1 we observe that for each n, k E IN
Fn,k

=

Dom( o~).
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Hence

(DomOO(b a ), 'lind) := ind proj Fk,n = proj Dom(b~),
n

k

k

where each Dom( b~) is endowed with its graph topology. Each Dom( b~) is an F-space,
moreover so is proj Dom(b~). Now, let i be the linear injection from Proposition 3.2.
k

Recall i is continuous as a mapping from (Dom OO (8 a ), 'lind) into V+(JR). Applying Theorem 1.20, m E IN exists such that i(DomOO (8 a )) ~ Vm,+(lR). Now, fix 'ljJ E V_(lR) with
supp('ljJ) ~ (-00, -m] and 'ljJ =f O. Then we have for all x E Dom OO (8 a )

s('ljJ,x)

I:

¥

'ljJ(r)(i(x))(r)dr =

Since Dom OO ( ba ) is dense in F and since the mapping x E F
yields that

s('ljJ,x) =

O.

1-+

s( 'ljJ, x) is continuous, this

(x E F),

0

Le. s is degenerate, contradicting the assumption .

••For quasi-translatable strict LF-spaces the nomenclature of translation group is plausible.
Lemma 3.4 Let V be a quasi-translatable strict LF-space ofV_(lR)-type with translation
group (at)tER and bilinear form s. Then

(i) CTt
") d
( zz dt

0

for all t E JR, and

i = i 0 at

oz. =

.

J:

ZOU a

,

where i denotes the linear injection of Proposition 3.2.
Proof.
(i). Let x E DomOO(b a ) and let t E lR be fixed, then

s(<j>,at x )

=

¥

S(CT_t<j>,X)

I:

<j>(r)(CTt 0 i(x))(r)dr

=

s(<j>,i+-OCTtoi(X))

for all <j> E V_(lR). Since sis nondegenerate the statement follows.
(ii). Is an immediate consequence of (i) and the assertion that tt is the infinitesimal
generator of the translation group (CTt)tER on V+(lR) .

••The spaces V(lR) and V+(lR) are two examples of quasi-translatable LF-spaces of V_(lR)type. In particular, define

S1 :

I:

V_(lR)

X

V(lR)

~

<C and

S2 :

V_(lR)

X

V+(lR)

(<j> E V_(lR), 'ljJ E V(lR)),

<j>(r)'ljJ(r) dr

respectively
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~

<C by

then SI and S2 satisfy the conditions of Definition 3.1. The translation groups associated to
V(lR) and V+(lR) are respective translation groups (O"t)teR . The injections corresponding
to Proposition 3.2 are the respective identity mappings, in case of V+(lR) this is bijective
and in case of V(lR) it is not surjective.
We are interested merely in the case that the injection is in fact a homeomorphism from
(Dom OO (6 01 ), 'lind) into V+(lR).
Definition 3.5 Let V be a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type with bilinear form s and translation group (at )teR' If there exists a homeomorphism i from
(Dom OO (6 01 ), 'lind) onto V+(lR), satisfying for all </J E V_(lR), x E Dom OO (6 01 )

s(</J, x) =

I:

</J(r)(i(x))(r) dr,

then V is called a translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type.

Remark 3.5.1 Obviously, there is only one candidate mapping for a quasi-translatable
strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type to be the homeomorphism making it a translatable strict
LF-space of V_(lR)-type, namely the injection i from Proposition 3.2.
Remark 3.5.2 In the above we showed that V+(lR) is a translatable strict LF-space
of V_(lR)-type and V(lR) only a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type. In
a sense, the LF-space V(lR) does not fit nicely to V_(lR). Developing an analogous
terminology replacing V_(lR) by E(lR), it can be shown that V(lR) is a translatable strict
LF-space of E(lR)-type. We discuss these translatable spaces in a future paper.
The Open Mapping Theorem 1.21 guarantees that the injection i from Proposition 3.2 is
a homeomorphism iff it is surjective.
Lemma 3.6 A quasi-translatable strict LF-space ofV_(lR)-type V is a translatable strict
LF-space of V_(lR)-type if and only if the injection i from Proposition 3.2 is surjective.
Some more non-trivial examples of translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type are the
strict LF-space C+(lR) from Example 1.24 and Lfoc,+(lR) (p ~ 1), the space of all locally
p-Lebesque integrable functions with support bounded on the left. In fact, combining
inclusion (16) and (21) with Remark 3.1.1 yields that every translatable strict LF-space
of V_(lR)-type satisfies the following scheme.
Lemma 3.7 Every translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type V satisfies V+(lR)
V ~ V~(lR).

~

The following Proposition gives a method to construct new translatable strict LF-spaces
of V_(lR)-type from a given one.
Proposition 3.8 Let ind F n be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(lR)-type. Let for each
n

k, n E IN the F-space Fk,n be defined as in Definition 1.26. Then for each k E IN the strict
LF-space ind Fk n (= Dom( 6~)!) is a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(lR)-type also.
n

'
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Proof.
Let (at)tER be the translation group on ind F n with infinitesimal generator Ca' Let s
n

be the non-degenerated bilinear from Definition 3.1. Since for each k, n E IN we have
that Fk,n = (Dom(Oa))k_l,n we need to prove the statement only for the case that k =
1. In particular, we need to find a non-degenerated bilinear form s and a co-group of
continuous linear operators (f3t)tER on i~d F1,n such that the conditions of Definition 3.1
are satisfied, so ind F 1 n is a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of 1J_(1R)-type, and such
n
'
that the corresponding continuous linear injection from Proposition 3.2 is surjective.
First, observe that at(Dom(oa)) ~ Dom(ca ) for all t E JR. Therefore, we define f3t, t E JR
by

(x E Dom(oa)),
and we define the bilinear from

s : V-(IR)

x ind F 1 n
n

'

--+

<C by

(<p E 1J_(JR), x E Dom(oa)),

s(<p, x) := s(<p, x)

Le. the respective restricted translation operator and bilinear form. Consequently, (f3t)tER
is a group of linear operators on ind Fl n' Next, fix t E JR. Suppose (Xl)IEN converges to
n

'

x and (f3tXI)IEN converges to y in ind F 1 n' Then Xl --+ X and atXl --+ Y in ind Fn-sense.
n
'
n
Hence, f3tX = atX = y. Therefore, f3t is a sequentially closed, everywhere defined linear operator on the strict LF-space h;d F1,n' Hence, f3t is continuous. We conclude that (f3t)tER
is a group of continuous linear operators. To show that (f3t)tER is strongly continuous,
fix X E ind
F 1 ' n' Then m E IN exists such that x E F 1 ,m, or equivalently x, cax E F m •
n
Furthermore, since (at )tER is locally equicontinuous, there is a constant k E IN such that
atX, atOaX E Fk for all t E [-1,1]. Since (at)tER is strongly continuous on indFn it
n
follows that atX --+ x and Oaatx = atOaX --+ oax in Fk for t --+ 0, -1 ~ t ~ 1. So atX --+ x
in F1,k for t --+ 0, -1 ~ t ~ 1, thus atX --+ x in ind F1,n' We conclude that (f3t)tER is a
n

co-group on ind F 1 n'
n
'
Next, we show that s is a non-degenerated bilinear form satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1. Since s is non-degenerated and Dom( oa) is dense in ind F n , the continuity of
n

the mapping x 1---* s(<Po, x) for all <Po E 1J_(JR) yields that s non-degenerated. Furthermore,
by condition (ii) the mapping <P 1---* s(<p,xo) = s(<p,xo) is continuous on 1J_(JR) for every
Xo E Dom(oa). Next, to show that condition (i) is satisfied for s it is sufficient to show
that the mapping x 1---* s(<Po, x) is a sequentially closed linear functional on i~d Fl,n for
fixed <Po E 1J_(JR). In particular, let (Xl)IEN be a sequence in i~d F1,n, such that Xl
and s( <Po, xI)

--+

y as 1 --+

00.

Then Xl

--+

x in ind F n , hence s(<Po, x)
n

--+

X

= s(<Po, x) = y, so that

S satisfies condition (i). Also, condition (iii) is an immediate consequence of condition
(iii) for s; for aU <P E 1J_(JR), x E Dom(oa) and t E JR we have

s( (J' -t<P, x) = s( (J' -t<P, x) = s(<P, atx) = s( <P, f3t x ).
We conclude that ind F 1 n is a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of 1J_(JR)-type. In fact,
n

'

since Dom OO ( 0(3) = Dom OO ( oa) we may forget the addition quasi.
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••We mention that, applying Proposition 3.8 to the translatable strict LF-space of V_(1R)type cpl we find that for each k E IN the strict LF-space Ci(1R) is translatable and of
V_(1R)-type.

4

Characterization of the class of translatable strict LFspaces of 1)_ (JR)-type

In this section we investigate the class of translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(JR)-type.
The basic example of a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type is the space V+(JR)
(see example 1.18). Since for each 'IjJ E V_(1R) the mapping

is a continuous linear functional on V_(1R), we have

where V~(IR) is endowed with the weak(-star) topology. We mention that V~(JR) with
this topology is sequentially complete. Furthermore, we can regard V+(JR) as a translation
invariant subspace of V~(IR), or put differently, the translation co-group on V+(JR) can
be regarded as the restriction of the translation co-group on V~(IR). For each translatable
strict LF-space of V_(IR)-type similar notions hold. Particularly, we proved in Lemma
3.7 that every translatable strict LF-space V of V _ (IR)- type satisfies
(28)
where the latter two inclusions are dense. Consequently, each translatable strict LF-space
can be regarded as the completion of C'f(IR) endowed with some pre-LF-topology. Furthermore, we recall from Remark 3.1.1 that every translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)type can be regarded as a translation invariant subspace of V~(JR).
In characterizing translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(IR)-type, the question occurs when
an LF-space V satisfying the inclusions (28) is indeed translatable and of V_(JR)-type.
Therefore, suppose {Fn I n E IN} is a strict inductive system of Frechet spaces satisfying
(29)
for each n E IN, where the first embedding is dense. Then ind F n satisfies (28)
n

(30)
where all inclusions are dense. So, we search for (minimal) extra conditions on a strict
inductive system {Fn I n E IN} satisfying (29) to ensure that ind F n is a translatable space
n

ofV_(IR)-type. In fact, since every F-space F n is the completion ofC;;::+(JR) endowed with
some pre-F-topology, we search for conditions on pre-F-topologies on the spaces C;;::+(JR)
29

so that after completing the pre-F-spaces we obtain a strict inductive system, which strict
inductive limit is a translatable space of D.;,.(lR)-type.
Let Tn be a pre- Frechet topology for C:::+ (lR), making {C:::+ (lR) I n E IN} a strict
inductive system. If we choose the topologies Tn such that

then Theorem 2.1 yields that the completion of i~d(C~+(lR), Tn) within D~(lR), satisfies (29) and for each n E IN the (Frechet-) completion of (C:::+(lR), Tn) satisfies (29).
Moreover, if we choose the topologies so that (at)tER is a locally equicontinuous co-group
on i~d(C~+(lR),Tn), then (adtER extends continuously to a co-group on the completion.
Naturally, this extended group is the restriction of the V~(lR)-translation group to the
completion of ind(C~\(lR),Tn). Recalling (Proposition 1.12) that in case of a strict inn

'

ductive system of pre-F-spaces, each of the topologies can be described in terms of a fixed
separating set of seminorms, we end up with conditions on families of seminorms.
Let {Pk IkE IN} be a separating set of seminorms on C'f(lR), satisfying the following
conditions on each C:::+(IR):

Conditions 4.1

II. V'PEC~(R) 3c >o 3kENV1/'EC~+(R)

[I fR 'if(r)<p(r)dr I ~

III. Vcornpact I~R VkEN 3c>o 31EN V,pECoo

n,+

(R) [

sup Pk( at 'if)
tEl

~

C· Pk('if) ],
C· PI( 'if) ].

Let Tn denote the pre-Frechet topology on C:::+(IR) brought about by the seminorms
{Pk Icoo
(R) IkE IN}, then condition I yields that Tn is a coarser topology than the
n,+
Dn,+(lR)-topology on C:::+(lR). Condition II yields that Tn is a finer topology than the
weak* topology a(D~(IR), D_(lR)) on C:::+(IR). Condition III expresses the admired local
equicontinuity of the translation group (ad tER on C'f(/R).
We claim that ((C:::+(IR), Tn) I n E IN} forms a strict inductive system of pre-F-spaces.
Obviously, we have that Tn+!IC~+(R)= Tn. To prove that C:::+(lR) is a closed subspace
of (C~l,+(lR),Tn+d for each n E IN, it is sufficient to show that C~l,+(lR) \ C:::+(lR)
is an a(D~(IR), D_(lR»-open subset of C~l,+(lR). In particular, let 'ifo E C~l,+(lR) \
C:::+(lR). Choose <p E C'::'(lR) be such that <p(t) = 0, t ~ -n and fR 'ifo(r)<p(r) dr = 1.
T~n
.

which proves that C~l,+(lR)\C:::+(lR)is an a(D~(IR), D_(lR))-open, and therefore Tn+!open, subset of C~l,+(lR).
Now, if F n is the completion of (C:::+(lR), Tn) within D~(lR), then {Fn I n E IN} is
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a strict inductive system of Frechet spaces satisfying the inclusions (29). Furthermore,
since the translation group (O't)tER is Co on V+(JR), so it is on i~d(C~+(JR),~). Finally,
(O't)tER is locally equicontinuous (condition (III» on i~d(C~+(JR),~), so by Proposition

2.3 (O't)tER extends to a co-group of continuous linear operators on ind F n . Summarizing,
n
we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.2 Let {Pk IkE IN} be a separating set of seminorms on Cf(JR) satisfying
the conditions I, II and III for every n E IN. Let ~ be the pre-Frechet topology on Ci::+(JR)
oo (R) IkE IN} and let F n be the completion of
brought about by the seminorms {Pk len,+

Ci::+(JR) for ~ within V~(JR). Then
(i) Vn,+(JR)

Fn

'-+

V~(JR),

'-+

(ii) {Fn I n E IN} is a strict inductive system of Frechet spaces,
(iii) V+(JR)

'-+

ind F n

'-+

n

V~(JR) and

(iv) the translation group (O't)tER extends to a co-group (Ctt)tER of continuous linear
operators on ind F n .
n

We arrive at the central result of this section. Each strict LF-space constructed according
to Proposition 4.2 is of V-(1R)-type. The converse is also true, each translatable strict
LF-space of V_(JR)-type arises from such a construction. In other words; the conditions
I, II and III are necessary for a strict LF-space indFn to be of V_(JR)-type.
n

Theorem 4.3 Let V = ind V m be a strict LF-space and let {Pk IkE IN} induce the
m

topology of V in the sense of Lemma 1.12. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) V is a translatable strict LF-space of V _ (JR)-type.
(ii) V satisfies the following properties
j

• V

'-+

,

V+(JR),

• j(V) is a translation invariant subspace of V~(JR),

• U.. . OO't 0 j)tER
• V+(JR)

• U0

~

is a co-group on V with infinitesimal generator oa,

(Dom=(oa), Tind)

i=)(<1»(?/J) =

'-+

JR <I>(r)?/J(r)dr

V, where i= is an homeomorphism,
for all <I> E Cf(JR),?/J E C~(JR).

(iii) A strict inductive system of F-spaces {Fn I n E IN} exists satisfying
• Vn,+(JR)

~

F

n , where each in is dense and satisfies i n+1 IVn,+(R)= in,

n,
• V=indF
n
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Moreover, let i oo
and

71,

:

V+(IR)

---+

indF
n be defined by ioo(x):= in(x) for x E Vn+(IR)
n
•

E IN. Then

• the seminorms {(Pk

0

i oo ) ICf(R)1 k E IN} satisfy the conditions I, II and III.

Proof.
The (long) proof will be given in appendix B. It uses a convolution calculus, which we
discuss not until section 5 and a result due to Dixmier and Malliavin (see [D-M]) and van
Eijndhoven [vEij2], who made the result applicable to our context .

••
Remark 4.3.1 The properties mentioned in the second statement of Theorem 4.3 are
natural for a strict LF-space to be translatable and of V_(IR)-type. In fact, the first
property yields the existence of the bilinear form. The second and third property guarantee
that a translation group, which is strongly continuous, is defined on V. The last property
guarantees that the translation group on V and the translation group on V_(IR) fit by
the bilinear form. So by the first three and fifth property, we may conclude that V is
a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of V_(IR)-type. Finally, the fourth property ensures
that we may omit the adjective quasi.
Remark 4.3.2 The third statement of Theorem 4.3 needs some additional comments. In
Appendix B it is proved that any translatable strict LF-space V of V_(IR)-type can be
written as
V

UF
nEN

n

.-

U {x E V

I supp(jx)

~ [-n,oo)},

nEN

where j denotes the injection from V into V~(IR). It is shown that each F n is with relative
V-topology an F-space and that each Vn(IN) is dense in F n .

Remark 4.3.3 We emphasize that we can construct all translatable strict LF-spaces of
V_(1R)-type by first imposing a strict inductive limit ofpre-Frechet topologies on Cf(IR),
where-after we complete the space. This leads to conditions on a countable family of
seminorms on Cf(IR). This construction is very similar to the construction oftranslatable
Frechet spaces in [deRl].
From the proof of Theorem 4.3 we can derive the following result.

Lemma 4.4 Let V = ind V m be a strict LF-space of V_(IR)-type with bilinear form s.
m
Then for each m E IN, there is 71, E IN such that
x E Vm

=?

s(4),x) = 0

for all 4> E C~(IR) with supp(4)) ~ (-00, -71,]. Put differently, V m consists of V~(IR)
distributions with support within [-71,,00) only.
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5

Properties of translatable strict LF-spaces

In this section we discuss some basic properties of translatable strict LF-spaces of 'D_ (lR)type. We introduce a class of continuous linear operators which are invariant under the Cotranslation group. These operators are used to derive results on invariance of operators and
subspaces on a LF-space of'D_(lR)-type. This class of operators is discussed exhaustively
in [vEij2], where the more general case of an arbitrary co-group on a sequentially complete
locally convex topological vector space is treated.
In [D-S], page 140, we find the following definition. A complex valued function Jl on lR is
of bounded variation if
n

3K>0'VnEIN 'V tO <tl<...<t n

[2::: I J.l(t;) -

J.l(ti-d

1<

J(].

(31)

i=l

Its variation, denoted as var(,l), is defined as the infimum of all J( > 0 satisfying (31).
The class of all functions of bounded variation is denoted by bv(lR). The subspace of all
right continuous J.l E bv(lR) for which T > 0 exists such that

J.l(t)

= Il( -T)

(t < -T) and J.l(t)

= Il(T)

(t 2 T),

the class of right-continuous functions of compact variation, is denoted by bvcClR). Furthermore, we introduce the notation bv'{'(IR) := bvc(lR) n COO(lR).
In [vEij2] and [deR1] the class bvcClR) represents a class of convolution operators. These
operators are a powerful tool in deriving properties for translation invariant operators and
subspaces.
Proposition 5.1 Let V be a strict LF-space and let J.l E bvc(lR). Let (at)tER be an oneparameter co-group on F. Then the lI-valued Riemann-Stieltjes integral JR a.,..x dJ.l( T)
exists for every x E V. In fact, the mapping a[J.l] : 1I --+ V, where

is linear and continuous on 1I.
We mention some properties of the convolution operators a [J.l] , Jl E bvc(lR).
Proposition 5.2 Let V be a strict LF-space and let (ad tER be a co-group on V with
infinitesimal generator 6cXI then the following statements are true.

(i) The linear span span{at It E lR} is strongly (=pointwise) sequentially dense in the
collection span{ a[/l] III E bvc(IR) }.
(ii) at

0

a[J.l] = a[Jl]

0

at for all t E lR, Jl E bvc(lR).

(iii) For J.l E bv'{'(lR), we have that Range(a[/l]) ~ DomOO(oOi)' We call J.l E bv'{'(lR) a
regulizer.
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(iv) There exists a sequence (J.ln)nEN in

bv~(JR)

such that for each x E V
(n~oo).

The sequence (J.ln)nEN is called an approximate identity (of regulizers).
(v) DomOO(oo,) = span{Range(a[J.lD I J.l E bv~(JR)}.
Proof.
For the proof of (i), (iii) and (iv) we refer to [vEij2], respectively Lemma 2.14, page 15 and
17 and the proof of Lemma 2.11, (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). For (v) we refer
to [vEij2], Theorem 3.11. In fact, (v) is an extension of a result of Dixmier and Malliavin
([D-M]) in Lie-group representation theory.

••
Remark 5.2.1 In [vEij2] an assertion stronger than (v) can be found. In fact, it is proved
that for every x E DomOO(oex), there exists y E DomOO(oex) and J.l,V E bv~(JR) such that
x = a[J.l]x + a[v]y.
Example 5.3 Let t E JR be fixed. Define the Heaviside function H t by

Ht(s) := 0 (s < t) a.nd Ht(s):= 1 (s

~

t),

Then H t E bvc(JR). Let (at)tER be a co-group on a strict LF-space V. Then a[Ht ] = at.
Remark 5.3.1 By a close study the proof of assertion (5.2.i) in [vEij2] it can be shown
that the statement is uniform in the co-group. To be more precise; for each J.l E bvc(JR)
there exists a sequence (Pn)nEN in span{Ht I t E JR}, such that for every co-group (at)tER
on a fixed strict LF-space V we have that a[J.ln]x ~ a[p]x for each x E V.
In the special case of translatable strict LF-spaces of 'D_(JR)-type there exists a larger class
of convolution operators. In particular, denote the class of all right-continuous, complex
valued functions J.l which are locally of bounded variation, Le. for all n E IN the restricted
function J.l1[-n,n] is of bounded variation, and which are bounded on the right, Le. T > 0
exists such that

J.l( t)

=

(t

J.l( T)

~

T),

is denoted by bV/oc,_(JR). Similar to the case of bvc(JR)-functions we define a class of
convolution operators corresponding to bV/oc,_(JR)-functions. For the proof of the existence
and continuity of these operators we refer to Appendix D.
Proposition 5.4 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of'D_(JR)-type and let (at)tER
denote the translation group on V. Then for each J.l E bV/oc,_(JR) and each x E V the
improper Riemann-Stieltjes integral JR arx dll( T) exists. In fact, the mapping a[J.l] : V ~
V, where

a[/l]x

:=

JR arx dJ.l( T)

is linear and continuous on V. Moreover, a[/l]at = ata[p] for all t E JR.
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The following result on closed, linear operators is important.
Proposition 5.5 Let ind F n be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type with transn

lation group (at )tER with infinitesimal generator ~OI' Let L be a closed linear operator on
ind F n with domain Dom( L) such that
n

(i) at(Dom(L)) ~ Dom(L) and atL = Lat for all t E JR,
(ii) Domoo(~OI) ~ Dom(L),
then the restricted mapping LIDomoo(O'OIr Domoo(O'OI)
operator on (Domoo(O'OI)' 'lind)'
As a consequence, the mapping i
satisfying
at

0

0

L

(i 0 L

0

0

-+ DomOO(~OI) is

a continuous linear

i .... is a continuous linear operator on V+(JR),

i.... )

= (i

0

L

0

i.... ) 0 at

for all t E JR. Here, i denotes the homeomorphism of Proposition 3.2 and (at)tER the
translation group on V+(JR) (see example 1.24).

Remark 5.5.1 An operator L satisfying the condition (i) of Proposition 5.5 is called
an (at)tER -invariant, or translation invariant, operator. Similarly, we call i 0 L 0 i .... a
(at)tER -invariant operator on V+(JR).
Proof of Proposition 5.5.
The assertion that the restricted mapping LIDomoo(O'OIr Domoo(~OI) -+ Domoo(~OI) is a
continuous linear (at)tER -invariant operator on the strict LF-space (Domoo(~OI)' 'lind) is
an immediate application of a result due to Van Eijndhoven (see [vEij2], Lemma 2.20) and
the Closed Graph Theorem (Theorem 1.20).
As a consequence, we have that i 0 L 0 i .... is a well defined translation invariant linear
operator on V+(JR). Leaves us to prove that it is continuous. Since V+(JR) is a strict
LF-space it is by Theorem 1.20 sufficient to show that i 0 L 0 i .... has a sequentially closed
graph. Therefore, let 'I/;,</> E V+(JR) and let (</>n)nEN be a sequence in V+(JR) such that

in V +(JR)-sense. Then the continuity of i .... and the closedness of L yield i C</» E DomC L)
with L 0 i .... C</» = i.... '1/;, or equivalently i 0 L 0 i .... C</» = '1/;. Hence, i 0 L 0 i is sequentially
closed, which proves the statement .

••

The importance of Proposition 5.5 lies in the fact that there is a complete characterization
of all continuous linear translation invariant operators on V+CJR). Since the coo-domain
of 0'01 is dense in ind F n , all closed translation invariant linear operators on an arbitrary
n

translatable strict LF-space of'D_(JR)-type are characterized to some extent. In fact, they
show to be convolution operators.
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Proposition 5.6 A mapping L on V+(JR) is continuous, linear and translation invariant
if and only if L is of the form (L¢»(t)
UL(Ut¢» for some continuous linear functional
UL on V+(JR). The functional UL corresponding to L is unique.

=

Proof.
Suppose L is a continuous linear translation invariant operator on V+(JR). Then the
functional UL on V+(JR) defined by UL¢> := L¢>(O) is continuous, satisfying UL(Ut¢» =
(L¢»(t). Moreover, UL is the only continuous linear functional on V+(JR) satisfying such
an equality. Conversely, let U be a continuous linear functional on V+(JR). Then for
each ¢> E V+(JR), the mapping t I-t U(Ut¢» defines an element of V+(JR). Defining the
operator L on V+(JR) by (L¢»(t) = U(Ut¢», it follows that L is an everywhere defined
closed linear translation invariant operator on V+(JR). Since V+(JR) is a strict LF-space,
L is continuous .

••
Remark 5.6.1 In literature the convolution of a V~(JR)- and V+(JR)-function is defined
by

(¢> E V+(JR). U E V~(JR), t E JR),
where 4> is defined by 4>( s) = ¢>( -s) for all s E JR. So we can reformulate Proposition 5.6
in the following way. Every continuous linear translation invariant operator L on V+(JR)
is of the form L¢> = VL * ¢>, where VL E V~(JR) is defined by VL'l/J := UL4> (¢> E V+(JR))
with UL as in Proposition 5.6.
Combining Proposition 5.5 and 5.6 would yield a characterization for closed linear translation invariant operators on translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(JR)-type on the dense
subset DomOO(b cx ). However, the latter restriction is not very satisfactory. To obtain
a complete characterization we need to go deeper in the theory of convolution of distributions. The convolution of two V~(JR)-distributions is the natural extension of the
convolution of a V~(1R)-, and a V+(JR)-function, hence of the convolution of two V+(JR)functions. In fact, for each V, U E V~(JR) the convolution of U and V is defined by

(32)
Notice that there is some abuse of notation, however this is quite common in literature
(see for example [Schw]).
Theorem 5.7 LetindFn be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(JR)-type with translation
n

group (at )tER' whose infinitesimal generator is denoted by ocx' Let j be the continuous
linear injection from ind F n into V~(JR) from Theorem 4.3. Then for a linear mapping L
n

on ind F n with domain Dom(L) the following two statements are equivalent.
n

(i) L is (at )tER -invariant and closed, with Dom OO ( ocx) ~ Dom( L).
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(ii) There is an unique U E 1J~(JR) such that
Dom(L) =

{xEindFnIU*j(x)Ej(indFn )}.
n
n

(33)

and
Lx

r-(U

* j(x))

(x E Dom(L)).

(34)

Proof.
Suppose L satisfies (i). Let i : (DomOO(oa), 'lind) -+ 1J+(JR) denote the homeomorphism
of Proposition 3.2. Recall that for all ¢J E 1J+(JR) and all "p E 1J_(JR) we have
(joi-(4»)('IjJ)

:=

JR4>(T)'IjJ(T)dT.

(35)

We will use two basic results on convolution products. First, an identification result.

Claim 5.7.1 For all U E 1J~(JR), 4> E V+(JR) we have U * (j

0

i-(4))) = j

0

i<-(U * 4».

The action of the convolution product is continuous.

Claim 5.7.2 The mapping II E 1J~(JR) 1-+ U * II is continuous with respect to the weakstar topology on 1J~(JR) for each U E 1J~(JR).
Now, let x E DomOO(oa) ~ Dom(L). Then using Proposition 5.6 and Remark 5.6.1, an
unique distribution U E V~(JR) exists such that

·<-(U

5.6.1
=

Lx

1

.())
*1X

-.
·_(U
= ). <0)01

.())
*1X

J·_(U

5.7.1
=

.())
*J
X.

(36)

Hence, the (34) is satisfied for x E DomOO(oa). More general, let x E Dom(L) be fixed.
Let (J.ln)nEN be an approximate identity of regulizers. Then, by the closedness of L we
have that

a[J.ln]X
for n

-+ 00.

j(Lx)

-+

x

and

La[J.ln]x = a[J.ln]Lx

-+

Lx

Now, using the continuity of j and Claim 5.7.2 yields

=

j( lim La[/ln]X)
n-too

=

lim j(La[J.ln]x)

n-+oo

(~) U * j(a[J.ln]x)

i.e. U * j(x) E j(indFn ), which proves statement (ii).
n

Conversely, let U E 1J~(JR). Define Dom(Lu) and Lu as in (33) and (34) respectively.
Naturally, Lu is linear and (at)tER -invariant. Notice that for 4> E 1J+(JR)

U

* (j 0 i-(4)))

5~.1 j

0

i-(U

* ¢J)

E j(DomOO(oa)) ~ j(indFn ),
n

so DomOO(oa) = i<-(1J+(JR)) ~ Dom(Lu). To prove that Lv is closed, let (Xa)aEI be a net
in Dom(Lu), such that x, y E ind
F n exist with Xa -+ x and Luxa -+ y. The continuity .
n
of j yields that j(Luxa) -+ j(y), so that the continuity of the convolution product (Claim
5.7.2) guarantees that U * j(x) = j(y), or equivalently x E Dom(L) with Lux = y. We
conclude that Lu is closed.

••
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Remark 5.7.1 The characterizing distribution U for an (at)tER -invariant closed linear
operator L on a translatable strict LF-space of V_(1R)-type is called the impulse response
(in System Theory) or convolution kernel (in Functional Analysis) of the operator L.

In concrete situations more can be said about the form of (adtER -invariant continuous
linear operators on translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(1R)-type. In general, regularity
conditions on the impulse response of the operator occur. Let us return to the case of
C+(JR). Recall that C+(JR) is a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type with translation group (O't)tER' We have the following result.
Lemma 5.8 Each (O't)tER -invariant continuous linear operator L on C+(JR) is of the
form L = O'[tJ-J for some Jl E bVioc,-(JR). Conversely, for each Jl E bVioc,-(JR), O'[JlJ defines
a (O't)tER -invariant continuous linear operator on C+(JR).
Proof.
Let L be a (O't)tER -invariant continuous linear operator on C+(JR). Then x E C+(JR) f-o--t
(Lx )(0) defines a continuous linear functional on C+(JR). We have the following result on
the dual of C+(JR) (see Appendix C).
Claim 5.8.1 Every continuous linear functional F on C+(JR) is of the form

F(x)

=

(37)

!R X(T) dJl(T)

for some tJ- E bVioc,-(JR). Conversely, every tJ- E bVioc,-(JR) defines by (37) a continuous
linear functional on C+(IR).
It follows that for all t E JR and x E C+(JR)

(Lx)(t)

=

(LO'tx)(O)

=

!R x(T+t)dJl(T)

=

(!R O'rxdtJ-(T))(t)

=

(O'[tJ-lx)(t),

proving the first part of the statement. The converse statement is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.4 .

••This result can be extended easily to all Ci(JR)-spaces (k = 0,1, ... ).
Proposition 5.9 Let k E lNo be fixed. Then, each (O't)tER -invariant continuous linear
operator L on Ci(JR) is of the form L = O'[/tJ for some tJ- E bVioc,-(JR). Conversely,
for each tJ- E bVioc,-(IR), O'[tJ-J defines a (O't)tER -invariant continuous linear operator on
Ci(JR)·
Proof.
We prove this statement with induction to k.
The case of k = 0 has already been shown by Lemma 5.8.
Suppose the statement holds for k = 0, ..., J( - 1. Define the Volterra operator J
C~-l(JR) -+ C![(JR) by

(Jx )(t)

:=

[too x(T) dT

(x E Cr- 1 (JR), t E JR).
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Then J is an (adtER-invariant continuous linear operator from Cf-l(JR) onto C~(JR).
In fact, J satisfies

J

0

:t

=

id(C~(JR»

d
dt

and

0

J

.
K-l
zd(C+ (JR»,

=

so it is an (at)tER -invariant continuous linear operator from C~ (JR) onto Cf-l(JR).
Let L be an (at)tER -invariant continuous linear operator on C~ (JR). Then it 0 L 0 J
is an (at)tER -invariant continuous linear operator on Cf-1(JR). So, by the assumption
J.L E bVioc,-(JR) exists such that it 0 L 0 J = a[J.LJ. Thus
L = J

0

d
dt

0

L

0

J

0

d
dt = J

a[Jl]

0

0

d
dt = J

0

d
dt

0

a[J.L] = a[J.LJ,

proving the first part of the statement. Again, the converse statement is an immediate
consequence of Proposition 5.4.

••We mention also a result due to Yamamoto ([Y2], Theorem 3.11) in our terminology.
Lemma 5.10 Let L be a linear operator on Lfoc,+(JR). Then the following two statements
are equivalent.
(i) L is (at)tER -invariant and continuous, satisfying L(C+(JR» ~ C+(JR).
(ii) J.L E bVioc,-(JR) exists such that L = a[Jl].
Moreover, if additionally for all </> E C+(JR)

supp(</» ~ [0,(0)

=?

supp(L(</») C [0,(0),

then supp(J.L) ~ (-00,0].

This result can be extended to more general translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(JR)-type
such as Lfoc,+(JR) for arbitrary p 2:: 1.
Proposition 5.11 Let L be a linear operator on Lfoc,+(JR), where p
following two statements are equivalent.

>

1.

(i) L is (at)tER -invariant and continuous, satisfying L(C+(JR» ~ C+(JR).
(ii) J.L E bVioc,-(JR) exists such that L = a[J.L].
Moreover, if additionally for all </> E C+(JR)

supp(</» ~ [0,(0)

=?

then supp(J.L) ~ (-00,0].
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supp(L(</>)) C [0,(0),

Then the

Similar to the case of closed (at)tER -invariant operators on translatable strict LF-spaces
of V_(.Dl)-type, we can show that all closed (at)tER -invariant subspaces of a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type are closures of closed (O't)tER -invariant subspaces of
V+(JR). However, since there are no non-trivial closed (O'dtER -invariant subspaces of
V+(JR), this result is not very impressive. In fact, it shows that there are no non-trivial
closed (at)tER -invariant subspaces of any translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type.
This is not true in the case of arbitrary quasi-translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(JR)-type.
Before proving these assertions we give two results on closed subspaces of a sequentially
complete locally convex topological vector spaces, which are invariant under the action of
a co-group (see [vEij2], Corollary 2.15 and Theorem 2.16)
Lemma 5.12 Let V be a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector space and
let (at )tER be a co-group on V with infinitesimal generator 0ex' Then

• a[fL](M)
• M

~

M for each It E bvc(JR), and

n Dom OO (0

0 ,)

is dense in M.

Lemma 5.13 Let ind F n be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type with translan

tion group (at)tER' Let i : (DomOO(oex), Tind) -> V+(Dl) denote the homeomorphism of
Proposition 3.2. Let M be a subspace of ind F n . Then the following two statements are
n
equivalent
(i) M is closed and (at )tER -invariant.
(ii) There exists a closed (O't)tER -invariant subspace N of V+(JR), such that M is the
closure of i+-(N).

Proof.
i => ii). Let M be a closed (at)tER -invariant subspace of ind F n . Then by Lemma 5.12
n
the subspace M n DomOO(oex) is dense in M and (at)tER -invariant. Therefore, define
N ~ V+(1R) by

then i+-(N) = M. Leaves us to prove that N is closed in V+(JR). Therefore, let (x-Y)'i' a
net in N converging to some x E V+(Dl). Since i+- is continuous and (DomOO(oex), Tind) <.....+
indFn , it follows i+-(x-y) -> i+-(x) in indFn . Since M is closed, we conclude that
n

n

i+-(x) E M n DomOO(oex)' Hence, x E N. So N is closed.
ii => i) is obvious.

••

A direct result of this Lemma is that, if we have a representation for (O't)tER -invariant
subspaces of V+(JR), then we would have a representation for closed (at)tER -invariant
subspaces of arbitrary translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(Dl)-type. However, as mentioned before, there exist trivial closed (O't)tER -invariant subspaces of V+(JR) only.
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Proposition 5.14 Let N be a closed (O't)tER -invariant subspace of V+(JR). Then N =
V+(JR) or N = {O}.
Proof.
Let N be a closed (O't)tER -invariant subspace of V+(JR) and suppose N ;f V+(JR). Define
the polar N° of N by

Since N is closed and not equal to V+(JR), the Hahn-Banach Theorem ensures that N° ;f
{O}. Next, fix L E N° \ {O}. Then for all <P E N and for all t E JR we have that
L( 0' -t<P) = O. Hence,

(L

* ~)(t) =

L(O'_t¢»

=

0,

where * denotes the convolution of a V+(JR)' (= V~(JR))-distribution with a V_(JR)function. Since the convolution product on V~(JR) has no zero-divisors (see [Schw], Chapter VI, Theorem XIV), it follows that <P = o. We conclude that N = {O} .

••Combining Lemma 5.13 with Proposition 5.14 yields the following result.

Theorem 5.15 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type with translation

group (at)tER' Let M be a closed (at)tER -invariant subspace of V. Then M = V or
M = {O}.
Remark 5.15.1 There is another approach in showing the weaker assertion that there
exist no finite dimensional, (O't)tER -invariant subspaces of V+(JR). In fact, in [deR2] it is
shown (Theorem 2.14) that every finite dimensional (so closed) (O't)tER -invariant subspace
is the linear span of exponential functions, i.e. functions of the form p(t)e>.t, where p a
polynomial. Since V+(JR) contains the trivial Exponential Function 0 only, this yields
that the only finite dimensional (O'd tER -invariant subspace of V+(JR) is {O}.

We can reformulate Theorem 5.15 in terms of mean periodic-functions. Here we call a
function x in a translatable space V is mean periodic iff the set of all its translates is not
total in V.
Corollary 5.16 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type with translation
group (at)tER' Then there are no mean periodic functions in V but the zero function O.
Proof.
Notice that for every x E V, the set span{atx It E JR} is closed and (at)tER -invariant in

V.

••The absence of non-trivial closed, translation invariant subspaces of a translatable strict
LF-space of V_(JR)-type has the following consequence for closed linear operators.
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Proposition 5.17 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(1R)-type with translation
group (at)tER with infinitesimal generator 60/. Let L "lObe an (at)tER -invariant closed
linear operator on V with domain Dom(L) such that Dom OO (60/) ~ Dom(L). Then
• L has a dense Range.
Furthermore, if for all A E <C, L

"I

AI, where I denotes the identity mapping, then

• L has no eigenvalues.
Proof.
Observe that Range(L) is an (at)tER -invariant subspace of V. Hence, its closure is a
closed (at)tER -invariant subspace of V. Since Range(L) "I {O}, Theorem 5.15 yields that
Range(L) = V, or equivalently L has a dense Range.
The second statement follows from the observation that each L - AI is a closed (at)tERinvariant operator on V, so that Kern(L - >"1) is a closed (at)tER -invariant subspace of
V, and Theorem 5.15.

••
6

Results on closed subspaces and quotient spaces

In this section we consider each translatable strict LF-spaces of V_(1R)-type to be a
subspace ofV~(1R). In fact, we assume that the continuous linear injection j from Theorem
4.3 is the identity mapping always. Let V be such a translatable strict LF-space of
V_(.Rn-type. Then, we investigate the (closed) subspace V n ['(-00,0] of V consisting
of all elements of V with support within (-00,0]. We show that for a large subclass
of translatable strict LF-spaces of V _ (.Dl)- type, the quotient space Vi (V n [' ( -00,0]) is
an F-space. We will use this result in a future paper on the system theoretical field of
realization theory.
In [Y1] and [Y2] Yamamoto developed a realization theory for (scalar) linear time-invariant
dynamical systems with Lfoc.+(JR) input-, and output signals. Such systems are described
totally by a continuous linear translation-invariant mapping on Lfoc.+(JR), usually referred
to as the input-i-output mapping. It is one of our goals (however not within the context
of this paper) to develop a similar realization theory replacing the signal space L~oc.+(JR)
by an arbitrary translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type. Therefore, let a system ~ be
defined as the triple ~ = (U, Y, I), where U and Yare the input space and output space
respectively (in Yamamoto's case U = Y = L~oc,+(JR» and where f is a mapping is from
U into Y, the input-i-output mapping. Then, the study of a system ~ is in essence the
study of the input-i-output mapping IE of~. However, from an engineering point of view
studying such a mapping IE on the whole of U is not very senseful. In practice, input-,
and output signals can only be measured during a finite time span, while the signals from
U and Y have to be considered on the whole time-axis (JR). Therefore it is more common
to consider the static mode description or Hankel description of a system. In fact, the
static mode description of a. system ~ = (U, Y, I) gives the correspondence between inputs
from U taking place during a finite time interval and the system outputs from Y beginning
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at the point in time the effective input ends. Since we consider systems that are timeinvariant, we need to consider only inputs taking place before time t = O. Furthermore,
we identify all outputs from Y differing only before time is zero. This identification
yields an equivalence relation, so naturally a quotient space appears in the mathematical
description of a system. More concretely, Yamamoto's static mode of a system, is a (linear
translation-invariant) mapping from the input space ind L 2 [ -n, 0] into the output space
n

L~oc[O,oo) (= L~oc+(JR)/indL2[-n,0]).
Notice that the input space is a strict LB-space
,
n

and the output space an F-space, which are topological structures comparable to the
original strict LF-space L~oc,+(JR). This is the case for many translatable strict LF-spaces
of V_(JR)-type. To be more precise: we show in this section that all systems ~ = (U, Y, J)
with inputs and outputs from a fixed translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type U = Y
have a static mode description, where the input space is a strict LF-space and the output
space an F-space.
First, we consider the input space. Since, in the worst case, a translatable strict LFspace of V_(JR)-type consists of V~(lR)-distributionswhich are not functions, we have to
interpret "being zero after t = 0" in a distributional (weak) sense. Define the subspace
(( -00,0] of V~(JR) by

(( -00,0]

{F E V~(lR) I supp(F) ~ (-00,0]}.

:=

(38)

Notice that [' (-00,0] consists of distributions with finite support only. In fact, we can
identify (( -00,0] with the dual of [( -00,0], which explains the used symbol [.
Given a translatable strict LF-space V of V_(JR)-type as signal space for a system ~
(replacing the choice L~oc,+(lR) of Yamamoto), the subspace V n ((-00,0] is the most
natural choice (and consistent with Yamamoto's choice) for the input space in the static
mode description for ~. It is a closed subspace.
Lemma 6.1 Let V = ind F n be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(lR)-type, where V
n

~

V~(lR). Then the following statements hold true .
• For each n E IN, ((-00,0] n F n is a closed subspace of F n .

• [' (-00,0] n ind F n is a closed subspace of ind F n •
n

n

Proof.
We prove the second assertion only. The first assertion can be proved similarly. In fact,
the two assertions are equivalent (see for example [Kotl] §19.5).
Since ind F n is complete, we need to prove only that for any net (x-y)-y within [' (-00,0] n
n

indFn converging to some x E indFn , we have that x E ['(-00,0] also. So let (x-y)-y
n

n

be a net in [' ( -00,0] n ind F n converging to some x E ind F n , then because ind F n
n

n

V~(JR) = V_(lR)', we have for all ¢ E C~(JR) with supp(¢) ~ (-00,0]

°

= x-y(¢)
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-+

x(¢),

n

<......+

°

So x(¢) = for all ¢ E C~(IR) with supp(¢) ~ (-00,0]. Therefore x E £'(-00,0], which
proves the assertion.

••

It is not immediately clear how to topologize the candidate input space V n £' (-00,0].
From a topologist point of view it would seem natural to endow vnt:' (-00,0] with relative
V-topology. However, the relative topology has very low performance; not many classes of
topological vector spaces are closed under the action of restricting to closed subspaces. For
instance, there are strict LF-spaces having closed subspaces, which are, when equipped
with the relative topology, not a (strict) LF-space. However, every closed subspace of an
F-space is, when equipped with relative topology, again an F-space. Yet, to each closed
subspace M of a strict LF-space there is associated a strict inductive system of F-spaces
spanning M as a set (algebraicly).

Lemma 6.2 Let ind F n be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace ofind F n . Then
n
n
the following statements hold true.

• For each n E IN, F n

n M,

equipped with restricted ind F n -topology is an F-space.
n

• The collection {Fn n Min E IN} is a strict inductive system of F-spaces.

• ind (Fn n M) ~ M, where M is equipped with relative ind F n -topology.
n

n

Proof.
We prove the third assertion only. Therefore let p be a continuous seminorm on M
equipped with relative ind Fn-topology. Then there is a continuous seminorm q on ind F n
n

n

such that p ::; qlM. Hence, for all n E IN we have that

Since the latter seminorm is continuous on every F-space M n F n , this yields that p is
continuous on ind (Fn n M). So the identity mapping from ind (Fn n M) onto M is
n
n
continuous, which proves the assertion .

••
Remark 6.2.1 Closed subspaces M of a strict LF-space ind F n satisfying
n

M

=

ind(Fn n M),
n

where M and each M n F n are equipped with induced topology, are called limit-subspaces.
In [Ptal] Pt<ik gave a sufficient condition on a closed subspace of a strict LF-space to be
a limit subspace and in [Pta2] Pt<ik gave an example of a strict LB-space with a closed
subspace, which is not a limit-subspace. For more details we refer also to [Flo].
In our special case, this result can be formulated as follows.
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Proposition 6.3 Let ind F n be a translatable strict LF-space of 1J_ (JR)-type. Then
n

ind ( £' ( -00,0]
n

where each £' ( -00,0]

n Fn

)

~

£' ( -00,0] n ind F n ,
n

n F n is endowed with relative Frechet topology.

Recalling that in Yamamoto's case the input space is a strict LB-space (ind L 2[ -n, 0]),
n

which is in fact the strict LF-space from Proposition 6.3, we make the similar choice in the
more general case of a signal space being a translatable strict LF-space of 1J_(lR)-type.
Definition 6.4 Let

~

= (ind F n , ind F n , f) be a linear time-invariant continuous timen

n

system with signals from a translatable strict LF-space of 1J_(JR)-type ind F n • Then the

input space

n

in the static mode description of ~ is defined as

n .-

n

ind (Fn n £' ( -00,0] ).
n

Next, we discuss the choice of the output space in the static mode description of systems
as in Definition 6.4. As mentioned before, the most natural choice is the quotient space
V In, where n is the input space. We are left with the problem to choose the most natural
topology for this particular quotient space. From a topologist point of view it seems
obvious to endow V In, with the quotient topology. However, we want to have a topology
in line with the structure of the rest of this paper, for instance a Frechet-, or a strict LFtopology. Although the quotient topology has in general a very nice performance, it does
not need to be true that every quotient of a strict LF-space is again a strict LF-space.
However, it is well known that the quotient of an F-space and a closed subspace is an
F-space again. In [S-N], Theorem 2, the following result on LF-spaces is proved.
Proposition 6.5 Let V be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace of V. Then
VIM, endowed with quotient topology, is a (not necessarily strict) LF-space. If V is an
F-space, then VIM is an F-space also.
Proposition 6.5 is not very satisfying for us. For instance, Yamamoto used an F-space
as output space, which is far more structured than a LF-space. Intuitively the loss of
inductive structure is not that surprising, realizing that every translatable strict LF-space
V consists of 1J~(lR)-distributions,Le. distributions starting from a (non-fixed) point in
time. So, dividing towards all distributions with support within (-00,0] must destroy
the inductive structure somehow. Taking a closer look at strict LF-spaces, we find the
following result.
Lemma 6.6 Let ind F n be a strict LF-space. Let M be a closed subspace of ind F n • Then
n
n
the following assertions hold true.
(i) Fkl(M n Fk) ~ Fnl(M n F n ) ~ (ind Fn)IM for each k ~ n,
n
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(ii) the collection {Fk/(M n Fk) IkE .lV} is an inductive system of F-spaces,
(iii) ind Fk/(M n Fk) == (ind Fn)/M,
n

k

where Fk/(M n Fk) and ind Fn/M are equipped with respective quotient topologies.
n

Proof.
(i). Define for each k,n E.lV, k

~

n the mapping idk,n: Fk/(MnFk)

~

Fn/(MnFn ) by

[x]n
where [X]k and [x]n denote the cosets x + (M n Fk) and x + (M n F n ) respectively. Then
each idk,n is a well-defined linear injection. To show that idk,n is continuous, let II be
a (in general non-countable) family of seminorms generating the topology of ind F n • Let

k, n E .lV be fixed, k

n

~

n. Then recall from §1 that the topology of Fk is generated by
the seminorms Ilk := {Pk := pl.rk I p E II}. Define for each Pk E Ilk the seminorm Pk on
Fk/(M n Fk) by

Then, we have by definition that the family of seminorms ITk := {Pk I Pk E Ilk} generates
the quotient topology of Fk/(M n Fk)' Similarly, we have that the family of seminorms
TIn := {Pn I Pn E lIn} generates the quotient topology of Fn/(M n F n ). For all x E Fk we
have that
p~(idk,n[X]k):=

p(x

inf

mEMn~

+ m)

~

inf

mEMn~

p(x

+ m)

=

Pk([X]k),

so the first part of the first assertion is proved. To prove the second part of the first
assertion, define for each k E .lV the mapping id k : Fk/(M n Fk) ~ (ind Fn)/M by
n

x

+M

Then idk is a well-defined linear injection. Leaves us to prove that idk is continuous.
Therefore, observe that by definition the family of seminorms it := {p I p E II}, defined
for each p E II by

p(X

+ M)

:=

inf p(x

mEM

+ m)

(x E indFn ),
n

generates the quotient topology of (indFn)/M. So, for each p E IT, x E Fk we have that
n

p(idk[X]k) :=

inf p(x

mEM

+ m)

~

inf

meMn~

p(x

+ m)

= P'k([X]k),

Le. idk is continuous.
(ii). To prove the second assertion we have to be careful since the F-spaces (Proposition
6.5) Fk/(M n Fk), k E .lV, are not subspaces nor sup-spaces of one another. Therefore
a more general definition of inductive system has to be used. We follow the definition
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used by Floret [Flo], which states that {Fk/(M n Fk) IkE IN} is an inductive system if
continuous linear mappings 1rk,n exist for k ~ n such that

1rk,k = id

and

1r

n,l 01rk,n = 1rk,1 for all k

~

n

~

1,

where id denotes the identity mapping. Observing that the mappings idk,n satisfy these
conditions the second assertion follows.
(iii). Again we have to be careful in this slightly different concept of inductive system.
Notice that

i~dFn/M =

U idk(Fk/(MnFk)),
k

and recall from (i) each of the mappings idk is continuous from Fk/(MnFk) into ind Fn/M.
n

Furthermore, we have idn 0 idk,n = idk for each k ~ n. Then, by definition (see [Flo]),
the inductive limit of the inductive system {Fk/(M n Fk) IkE IN} is the collection
UnEN F n / M endowed with finest locally convex Hausdorff topology, such that each of the
mappings idk is continuous, we have that

However, since (ind F n )/M is a LF-space already, the Open Mapping Theorem 1.21 yields
n
that

••We arrive at an interesting point, for if the injection idk from Lemma 6.6 were a bijection
for some k E IN, then the Open Mapping Theorem (1.21) ensures that idk is an homeomorphism. Hence, because Fk/(M n Fk) is an F-space (Proposition 6.5), this would yield
that ind Fn/M is an F-space. This is precisely the case in Yamamoto's example, and
n
precisely what we are searching for. So, we search for conditions on translatable strict
LF-space of V_(1R)-type, such that idk is bijective for some k E IN. Since idk bijective
yields id m bijective for every m ~ k and ind F n = ind F n for each m E IN, we have to
n

n>m

consider the case that id 1 is bijective only.
We focus on a translatable strict LF-space V of V_(lR)-type. Recall we assumed that
V ~ V~(lR). From Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.3.2 we know that

V

=

ind F n ,
n

where the F-spaces F n , n E IN, are defined as the subspaces

Fn

:=

{xEVlsupp(x)~[-n,oo)},

(39)

which are equipped with relative V-topology. The question whether id 1 is bijective is in
this case equivalent to the question whether for each x E V there exists an y E F1 such
that x - y E £' ( -00,0], or equivalently does the assertion V = F 1 + (£' ( -00,0] n V) hold
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true?
To solve this problem we consider a similar problem on V~(lR)-distributions; is it true
that for all x E V~(lR) there exists ayE V~(lR) with supp(y) ~ [-1,00) such that
supp(x - y) ~ (-00, OJ? The answer to this question is yes. To show this we use the fact
that we can multiplicate each V~(lR)-distribution with a Cf(lR)-function, making it a
V~(lR)-distribution again. In particular, let 4> E Cf(lR) and F E V~(lR), then we define
the product of 4> and F by

(1/; E C~(1R».

(4)' F)(1/;) := F(4) . 1/;)

(40)

Since the mapping 't/J E V_ (lR) 1--+ 4>. 't/J is continuous on V_(lR), (40) defines a new
V~(lR)-distribution, denoted by 4>. F. Now, choose 4>0 E Cf(lR) such that 4>o(t) = 0 for
t ~ -1 and 4>o(t) = 1 for t ~ and let x E V~(lR), then we can write x as follows

°
x

=

4>o'x

+ (l-4>o)·x.

(41)

Notice that supp(4)o' x) ~ [-1,00) and supp((l- 4>0) ·x) ~ (-00,0], so we have indeed
that every V~ (lR)-distribution can be written as the sum of two V~ (lR)-distributions with
support in (-00,0] and in [-1,00) respectively.
Returning to the translatable strict LF-space V of V_(lR)-type, suppose that for each
4> E C'f(lR) we have that 4> . x E V for all x E V. Then we have in particular that
4>0' x E V for all x E V, so indeed we have that V = F 1 + (£'(-00,0] n V). This
observation leads to the following (sufficient) condition on V.
Conditions 6.7
For all 4> E Cf(lR) and all x E V we have 4>. x E V.
Remark 6.7.1 Condition 6.7 seems to be too strong, to give a positive answer to the
decomposition question it is sufficient to demand that 4>0' x E V for all x E V. However,
the difference between these two conditions is rather subtle because of the following.
Suppose that 4>0 . x E V for all x E V. Since for all t E lR, x E V

we have for all 't/J E span{O"t4>o I t E lR} that 't/J. V ~ V. Because of Theorem 5.15, we
have that span{O"t4>o I t E lR} = Cf(lR), where the closure is with respect to the V+(lR)topology, thus the difference between Condition 6.7 and the supposed one has a pure
topological nature.
Now suppose V satisfies Condition 6.7. Then V = F 1
we have proved the following result.

+ (£'(-00,0] n V).

Summarizing

Theorem 6.8 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(lR)-type, satisfying condition
6.7, then v/n is an F-space. In fact, if V = illd F n , where the F-spaces F n are as in (39),
n

then

v/n == FI/(F1 n [' (-00,0]).
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All translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type mentioned in this paper satisfy Condition
6.7, for example the distributional product of a C+(JR)-function with a Cf(lR)-function
is again a C+(JR)-function, namely the pointwise product of the two. Without proof, we
summarize some translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type satisfying Condition 6.7.
Corollary 6.9 For each of the following translatable strict LF-spaces V of V_(JR)-type,
we have that vln is an F-space; V V+(JR), C!t(JR) , Lfoc,+(JR), where k 0,1, ... and
p ~ 1.

=

=

Definition 6.10 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(JR)-type, satisfying condition 6.7. Let ~ = (V, V, 1) be a linear time-invariant continuous time-system with signals
in V. Then the output space r in the static mode description of ~ is an F-space,
defined as

r
where

n denotes

:= V/(['(-oo,O]

n V)

= Yin,

the input space in the static mode description of ~.

Yamamoto's choice for the output space was L?oc[O, 00). In the following we show that
this choice equals ours in case of If = L~(JR) (up-to identification) and that for each of
the translatable strict LF-spaces from Corollary 6.9 a similar choice can be made (see
Corollary 6.12).
Define Lfoc ,_ ,o(JR) for each p ~ 1 by

Lfoc,_,o(JR) := {x E Lfoc,+(JR)

I x(t)

=

°almosteverywherefort

~ O},

then Lfoc,_,o(JR) = Lfoc,+(JR) n ['(-00,0]. Furthermore, define C~,o(JR) for each k =
0,1, ... ,ooby

C~,o(JR) :=

{<j> E C~(JR)

I <j>(t)

=

°(t ~ On,

then C~,o(JR) = C~(JR) n [' (-00,0]. For these spaces we have the following result.
Lemma 6.11 Define for eachp ~ 1 the mappings ip : Lfoc,+(JR)/Lfoc,_,o(JR)
by

ip[x]

:=

:=

Lfoc[O,oo)

(x E Lfoc,+(JR)),

xl[o,oo)

and define for each k = 0,1, ... ,00 the mappings i(k) : Ci(JR)IC~,o(JR)
(i(k)[<j>])(t)

-+

-+

Ck[O, 00) by

(t ~ 0, <j> E C!;.(JR)).

<j>(t)

Each of the mappings i p and i(k) is bijective. Moreover, if we endow Lfoc,+(JR)/Lfoc,-,o(JR)
and C~(JR)IC~,o(JR) with quotient topology (Frichet-topology!) and each LfoJO, 00) and
Ck[O, 00) with natural Frichet topology, then each of the bijections i p and i(k) is continuous,
so an homeomorphism.
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Corollary 6.12 For each of the following translatable strict LF-spaces V ofV_(1R)-type;
V = V+(JR), C!t(JR), Lfoc,+(JR), where k = 0,1, ... , p ~ 1, we have that the output space
r in the static mode description of a system can be taken [0, 00), Ck[O, 00), LfoclO, 00)
respectively.

coo

We conclude this section with a discussion of the input-f-output mapping of a dynamical system. As mentioned in the introduction of this section, the behaviour of a system
admitting signals from some set V is entirely described by a mapping on V, the so called
input-f-output mapping. Properties of the systems can be translated in terms of this
mapping also. For instance, a linear time-invariant scalar continuous-time system I; admitting signals from V, is entirely described by a continuous linear translation invariant
mapping IE on V. In the following we show that for every system I; admitting signals
from a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type V, a notion similar to input-f-output
mapping exists in the static mode description of I;. First, we give a definition for the
input-f-output mapping for a linear time-invariant scalar continuous-time system when
admitting signals from a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type.
Definition 6.13 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(JR)-type with translation
group (at)tER. Then the mapping f on V is a constant linear input-f-output mapping when the following conditions are satisfied;
(i) f is a continuous linear mapping on V,
(ii) at

0

f = f

0

at for all t E JR.

Moreover, if for all x E V we have that
supp(x)

~

[-A,oo)

::}

supp(f(x))

then the input-i-output mapping f is called causal.
causal if for all x E V
supp(x) C [-A,oo)
for some

£

::}

~

[-A,oo),

We call the mapping f strictly

supp(f(x)) C [-A+£,oo),

> O.

Remark 6.13.1 The adjectives linear and constant for an input-f-output mapping f refer
to the linearity and the translation invariance (condition (ii)) of f respectively.
Remark 6.13.2 Again, we emphasize that the behaviour of a scalar linear time-invariant
continuous-time system I; when admitting signals from V is described entirely by a constant linear input- f -output mapping on V.
In §5 we characterized aU constant linear input- f -output mappings on a translatable strict
LF-space of V_(JR)-type V.
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Proposition 6.14 Every constant linear input-j-output mapping f on some translatable
strict LF-space of TJ _ (JR)-type V is of the form
f(x)

=

Uf

*x

(x E V),

for some unique Uf E TJ~(IR). Conversely, ifforU E TJ~(IR), U*V ~ V, then the mapping
x E V ~ U * x defines a constant linear input-j-output mapping on V. The characterizing
TJ~(IR)-distribution Uf is called the impulse response of the system ~ = (V, V, f).

Remark 6.14.1 In case of a causal constant linear input-i-output mapping f, the impulse
response Uf satisfies sUPP(Uf) ~ [0,00), if f is strictly causal we have that sUPP(Uf) ~

(0,00).
The time-invariance of a scalar linear time-invariant continuous-time system is formalized in Definition 6.13 by the second condition on the input-i-output mapping. To do
something similar in the static mode description of a system we need to investigate the
possible existence of translations on the input space n and the output space r. We have
the following observation.
Lemma 6.15 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of TJ_(IR)-type with translation
group (at)tER' then n = V n £'(-00,0] is invariant under the co-semigroup (atk:~o.
For the proof of Lemma 6.15 we refer to Appendix B.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 6.15 is that on both the input space n and the
output space r a translation semigroup can be introduced.
Definition 6.16 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space ofV_(IR)-type with translation
group (at)tER' Then on n = V n £' (-00,0] the translation semigroup (atk~o is defined
by

(t

~

0, x En),

i.e. the translation semigroup (at)t>o restricted to the interval
translation semigroup (at )t~O is defin-ed by

(t

~

n.

On

r

vin

the

0, [x] E r),

z.e. at is the quotient mapping.

We remark (but do not prove) that (at}t>o and (at )t>o are strongly continuous cosemigroups on nand r respectively.
Now we can introduce the concept of input-i-output mapping in the static mode description of a system.
Definition 6.17 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of TJ _ (IR)-type with translation
group (at)tER' Then the mapping f from the input space n into the output r is a constant
linear input-j-output mapping in the static mode description of a system when the
following conditions are satisfied;
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(i) I is a continuous linear mapping lrom
(ii)

at 0

I =

10 at lor all t

~

n

into

r,

O.

The latter condition is relerred to as I being translation invariant.

The natural question arises whether each system whose behaviour is described by a constant linear input-i-output mapping has in the static mode a behaviour described by a
constant linear input-i-output mapping. The answer to this question is yes, although the
correspondence need not to be one to one.
Proposition 6.18 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space oIV_(1R)-type with translation
group (Qt )tE R . Let I be a constant linear input-I-output mapping on V. Then the mapping
Istat : wEn.....,. [f(w)] defines a constant linear input-I-output mapping Irom n into r.
Proof.
Obviously Istat :
t ~ 0, x E n

wEn.....,.

[f(w)] defines a linear mapping from

n into r.

Since for all

the mapping Istat is translation invariant. Leaves us to prove that Istat is continuous as
a mapping from n into r. Therefore let p be a continuous seminorm on r. Then by
definition there is a continuous seminorm p on V such that for all wEn
p(fstat(w)) = p([f(w)]) =

i1}f

p(f(w)

xEVnE (-00,0]

+ x)

::; p(f(w)).

Since I is continuous on V, the seminorm x .....,. p(f( x)) is continuous on V. Applying
Proposition 6.3 yields that the seminorm w .....,. p(f(w)) is continuous on n, proving the
assertion .

••The following example shows that the correspondence between I

and Istat is not one on

one.
Example 6.19 Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(1R)-type. Let I be the
identity mapping on V. Then Istat defined as in the previous Proposition satisfies for all

wEn

Istat(w)

=

[f(w)]

=

[w]

= [0],

I.e. Istat == O. Notice that the impulse response of I is precisely the delta distribution 60,
where 60 (4)) = 4>(0) for all 4> E V_(1R).
We may conclude that there can be loss of information when going to the static mode
description of a system, namely the information about the system at time is zero. This
observation was overlooked by Yamamoto in [Y2].
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A

Proof of Proposition 3.2

In this appendix we prove Proposition 3.2. The proof given is based upon the proof of an
analogue statement in [vEijl] (Theorem 38).

Proposition A.1 Let V be a quasi-translatable strict LF-space ofTJ_(JR)-type with translation group (adtER and bilinear form s. Then there is an unique linear injection i from
DomOO(ooJ into Cf(JR), satisfying for all </> E V_(JR) and all x E DomOO(oa)

I:

s(</>, x) =

</>(r)(i(x))(r) dr.

The mapping i is continuous from (DomOO(oa), 'lind) into V+(JR).
For the time being let V denote a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of TJ_(JR)-type with
translation group (at)tER and bilinear form s.
Lemma A.2 For all </> E C'::'(JR) and x E V the function f¢,x defined by

(t E JR)
is a Cf(JR)-function with f~~2(t) = (_I)k .s(</>(k),atx).

Proof.
Let x E V and </> E C'::'(JR), then
1

-(0"-t</> - </»
t

-

(t - 0)

-</>'

in the topology of V_(JR). Therefore f¢,x is continuously differentiable with derivative
f~,x(t) = (-1)· s(</>',atx). So by induction we have that f¢,x is a COO(JR)-function with

f~~2 = (-I)k. f¢(k),x' Leaves us to prove that f¢,x has support bounded on the left. Since
the mapping "p 1-* s('IjJ, x) defines a continuous linear functional on TJ_(JR), there is a
constant N E JR such that for "p E C'::'(JR) we have that
supp('IjJ)~(-oo,N] =?

s("p,x)=O.

Now suppose supp(</» ~ (-00, M], then supp(O"_t</» ~ (-00, N] for each t ::; N - M. So
f¢,x(t) = s(</>,atx) = s(O"_t</>,x) = 0 (t::; N - M). We conclude that f¢,x E Cf(JR) .

••

Lemma A.3 For all </> E C'::'(JR), x E V and p E bvc(JR)

s( </>, a[Jl]x) =
where j1(t)

= -p( -t).
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s( 0"[J1]</>, x),

Proof.
First, we observe that by definition the Lemma is true for each J.L E span{Ht I t E lR}.
Now, let J.L E bvc(lR) be fixed. Let 4> E C~(lR) and x E V. Then by Proposition 5.2.i and
Remark 5.3.1 there exists a sequence (J.Ln)nEN in span{Ht It E lR} such that

as n

~ 00.

Since s is continuous in both arguments the statement follows .

••
Lemma A.4 For all 4> E C~(lR), x E V and J.L E bv~(lR) = bvc(lR)

s(4),a[J.L]x)

=

JR 4>(t).s(J.L',at x )dt.

First, we observe that for all 4> E C'::'(JR) and x E V
Proof.
(O"[;1]4»(r) =
4>(t+r)p'(-t)dt =
4>(t)f-l'(r-t)dt

JR

n COO(lR)

JR

=

(JR 4>(t)O"_tf-l'dt)(r),

where the integral is Riemann-Stieltjes. Now, applying Lemma A.3 and using the continuity of s yields

••Now we are able to prove Proposition A.I.
Proof Proposition A.I.
Define for p E bv~(lR) = bvc(lR)

n COO(lR)

i(a[p]x)(t)

and x E V
:=

s(p',atx).

(42)

Then i is a mapping from (a subspace of) DomOO(cOl ) into C'f(lR) (Lemma A.2). We want
to extend i linearly to span{ Range(a[pD I p E bv~(lR)} 5.~iv DomOO(oOl)' Therefore,
observe that if
jo

L

a[/Lj]Xj

j=l

then for all 4> E

C~(lR)

we have that
jo

L

ro

L

s( 4>, a [f-lj] x j)

j=l

r=l

So, by Lemma A.4
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s( 4>, a[vr ]Yr).

We conclude that L:~c;,1 s(J.Lj, atX j)

= L:~~1 s(v;, atYr) for

all t E JR. Thus, the linear

extension of i to span{ Range(a[J.L]) I J.L E bv~(JR)} 5·Mv Dom=(oOi) is properly defined
by introducing for J.Lj E bvgo(JR) = bvc(JR) n C=(JR), Xj E V and t E JR
~

~

~

i(L a[J.Lj]xj)(t) := L i(a[J.Lj]xj)(t) := L s(J.Lj,atxj).
j=l
j=l
j=l

(43)

Then, it is immediately clear from the definition of i and Lemma A.4 that for all x E
Dom=(oOi) and all 4> E C'::'(JR)

s(4),x) =

I:

4>(r)(i(x))(r) dr.

Finally, we need to show that i is continuous as a mapping from (Dom=(OOi)' 'lind) into
V+(JR). In fact, since both (Dom=(b Oi ), 'lind) and V+(JR) are strict LF-spaces, we need
to show only that i has a sequentially closed graph (Theorem 1.20). Therefore, let X n - t x
in (Dom=(OOi)' 'lind) and i(x n) - t 'ljJ in V+(JR). Then for all 4> E C'::'(JR)

s(4),X n )
and

I:

-t

s(4), x) :=

4>(r)(i(x n ))(r)dr

I:
I:

4>(r)(i(x))(r) dr,

-t

4>(r)'ljJ(r) dr.

Consequently, i( x) = 'ljJ, which proves the statement .

••
B

Proof of Theorem 4.3

In this appendix we prove Theorem 4.3.
Theorem B.l Let V = ind V m be a strict LF-space and let {Pk IkE .IN} induce the
m

topology of V in the sense of Lemma 1.12. Then the following statements are equivalent.

(i) V is a translatable strict LF-space of V _ (JR)-type.
(ii) V satisfies the following properties
j

I

• V ~ V+(JR),
• j(V) is a translation invariant subspace of V~(JR),

• (j+- 0 at 0 j)tER is a co-group on V whose infinitesimal generator we denote by
0011
• V+(JR)

~ (DOm=(OOi)' 'lind) ~ V, where i= is an homeomorphism,
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• (j 0 ioo)(</»('ljJ) = JR </>(r)'ljJ(r)dr for all </> E Cf(JR), 'ljJ E C~(JR).

(iii) A strict inductive system of F-spaces {Fn I n E IN} exists satisfying
• 1J n,+(JR)

~ F n, where each in is dense and satisfies in+II'Dn.+(R)= in,

• V = indF
n•
n
Moreover, let i oo : 1J+(JR)
and n E IN. Then
• the seminorms {(Pk

0

-+

it;dFn be defined by ioo(x):= in(x) for x E 1Jn ,+(./R)

i oo ) ICf(R)1 k E IN} satisfy the conditions I, II and III.

Proof.
We prove (i)
(ii)
(iii)
(i) respectively.
(i)
(ii). Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of V_(JR)-type, with bilinear from s
and translation co-group (at)tER' Defining j : V -+1J~(JR) by

*

*

*

*

j(x)(</»

:=

s(</>,x)

1J_(JR), x E V)

(</> E

(44)

yields that j is a continuous, linear injection from V into 1J~(JR), where 1J~(JR) is endowed
with weak*-topology. Moreover, we have for aU </> E 1J_(JR), x E V

O"ti(x)('ljJ) := j(x)((1_t'ljJ) (~) s((1_t'ljJ,x) = s('ljJ,atx) (~) j(atx)('ljJ).
So, j(V) is a translation invariant subspace of 1J~(JR) and jf- oO"t 0 j = at for all t E JR.
Hence, (jf- 0 O"t 0 j)tER is a co-group on V. Let i denote the homeomorphism from
(Dom oo (6()(), 'lind) onto 1J+(JR) as in proposition 3.2. Then i oo := i-I is a homeomorphism
from 1J+(JR) onto (Dom oo (6 o,), 'lind), so

1J+(JR) ~

(Dom oo (6 c.), 'lind)

'---+

V,

In fact, by construction we have for all </> E Cf(JR), 'ljJ E C~(JR) that
(joioo)(</»('ljJ)

=

s('ljJ,i- I(</>))

JR </>(r)'ljJ(r) dr,

(~)

which proves (ii).
(ii)
(iii). Suppose statement (iij holds true. Define for each n E IN

*

F n := {x E V I supp(j(x))

~

[-n,oo)}.

(45)

By the continuity of j, we have that each F n is a closed subspace of V. In fact,
00

F n ~ F n+1

and

UFn

= V.

n=1

The fifth condition of (ii) yields that i oo ( </» E F n if and only if </> E 1J n ,+ (JR), or equivalently
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Moreover, since i oo is a homeomorphism from the strict LF-space V+(JR) onto the strict
LF-space ind Voo m, there is for every n E IN an mE IN such that
m

'

Furthermore, define for sake of convenience at := j'- oO"t 0 j for all t E JR. Then, if x E :Fn
we have for all 'Ij; E C~(JR) with supp('Ij;) ~ (-00, -n] that

j(atx)('Ij;) := j(j+-oO"tojx)('Ij;) = O"toj(x)('Ij;) := j(x)(O'-t'lj;) = 0
for all t ::; O. Hence, we have that at(:Fn )
that for each n E IN,

~

:Fn for all t ::;

o.

(47)

So, Proposition 5.2 yields

(48)
for all J.l E bvc(JR) with supp(J.l) ~ (-00,0].
Endow each :Fn with the restricted V-topology. Then the mapping in := i oo IDn,+(R):
Vn,+(JR) - :Fn is a continuous linear injection satisfying the first property of (iii).
Next, we prove that {:Fn I n E IN} is a strict inductive system of F-spaces, such that
ind:Fn = V. In fact, by the construction we need to prove only that every :Fn is an Fn

space. To do so, fix n E IN and choose m E IN as in equation (46). Since :Fn and Vm are
both closed, it follows that the closure of ioo(Vn,+(JR)) within V is a subspace of both :Fn
and Vm. In fact, the closure of ioo(Vn,+(JR)) equals :Fn. In particular, let (J.ll)IEN be an
approximate identity of regulizers with supp(J.ld ~ [-1,0] and let x E :Fn • Since (at)tER
is a co-group on the strict LF-space V, the sequence (a[J.ldx)IE.N converges to x in V-sense.
In fact, (48) yields that (a[J.ldx )IEN lies within :Fn n Dom OO ( 00 ,) = ioo(Vn,+(JR)), proving
that the closure of ioo(Vn,+(JR)) is F n . Hence, F n is a closed subspace of the F-space Vm ,
so F n is an F-space also. In fact, {Fn I n E IN} is a strict inductive system of F-spaces,
so that for each n E IN an m E IN exists such that

where the inclusion is continuous. Therefore the identity mapping from the strict LF-space
ind:Fn into the strict LF-space ind Vm is continuous and bijective. So, applying the Open
n

m

Mapping Theorem 1.20, yields that the identity mapping from ind F n onto ind Vm is a
n

m

homeomorphism. We conclude that ind F n = ind Vm .
n

m

Next, suppose that {Pk IkE IN} induces the topology of V in the sense of Lemma 1.12.
Then the continuity of the mapping i oo IVn,+(R): Vn,+(JR) - V yields that condition I
holds for the collection of seminorms {Pk 0 i oo IkE IN} on C'f(JR). Condition II is an
immediate consequence of the fact that the mapping j IFn: F n - V~(JR) is continuous. In
particular, since ioo('Dn,+(JR)) ~ :Fn there exists for every 'Ij; E C~(JR) constants C > 0
and k E IN such that for all 4> E C::::+(JR) we have that
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Finally, condition III follows from the following observation. Since (at)tER is a co-group
on the strict LF-space V it is locally equicontinuous (see proposition 1.23). Furthermore,
let (O't)tER denote the translation group on Cf(JR), then for all t E JR

Now, let J( be a compact subset of JR. Then by the local equicontinuity of (at)tER there
exists for every k E IN constants C > 0 and I E IN so that for all </> E C'::+(JR)

which proves condition III and herewith (iii).
(iii) => (i). Suppose all the conditions of (iii) are satisfied. By applying Proposition 4.2
there exists a continuous linear injection j : V -- 1J~(JR) such that

(49)
for all </> E Cf(JR), 'ljJ E C~(JR). Furthermore, let (at)tER denote the co-group on V we
obtain by extending the translation group on Cf(JR) to V. Now define the bilinear form
S : 1J_(JR) x V -- q:; by

s('ljJ, x) := j(x)('ljJ)

('ljJ E 1J_(JR), x E V).

By (49) it follows that s is nondegenerate. Moreover, the mappings x E 1J_(JR) 1--+
s('ljJo, x) and 'ljJ E V 1--+ s('ljJ,xo) are continuous for fixed 'ljJo E 1J_(JR), Xo E V respectively.
Furthermore, let x E V, 'ljJ E 1J_(JR) and t E JR. Then a sequence (</>n)nEN exists within
1J+(JR) such that i( </>n) -- x for n -- 00. So
lim s('ljJ,atioo</>n)

n-oo

lim

n_oo

=

lim s('ljJ,iooO't</>n)

n-oo

r 'ljJ(r-t)</>n(r)dr
JR

=

=

lim

n-oo

JrR 'ljJ(r)</>n(r+t)dr

lim s(O'_t'ljJ,i</>n) = s(O'_t'ljJ, x).

n-oo

Hence s is a non-degenerated bilinear form satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1.
We conclude that V is a quasi-translatable strict LF-space of 1J_ (JR)-type. Therefore,
Proposition 3.2, there is a continuous linear injection i from (Dom OO (c5e,), 'lind) into 1J+(JR)
such that for all 'ljJ E 1J_(JR) and all x E DomOO(ooJ we have that

s('ljJ,x) =

JR'ljJ(r)(ix)(r)dr.

(50)

Leaves us to prove that Range(i) = 1J+(JR). In fact, then the Open Mapping Theorem
guarantees that i is an homeomorphism. So, let </> E 1J+(JR) be fixed. Then, we have
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Le. ioo (</» E Dom(ooJ with oexioo(</» = ioo(tt</». So, by induction we obtain that i oo (</» E
Dom=(oex). Combining (49) and (50) yields for all 'IjJ E V_(1R)

JR 'IjJ(r)</>(r)dr
Hence i(i oo </»

••

C

(~)

j(ioo</»('IjJ)

= </> for every </> E V+(1R).

=

s('IjJ,i oo (</>))

(~)

JR 'IjJ(r)(i(i=</»(r) dr.

We conclude that Range(i)

= V+(1R) .

Proof of Claim 5.8.1

In this appendix we characterize the topological dual of C+(JR).
Proposition C.l Every continuous linear functional F on C+(JR) is of the form

F(x)

=

JR x(r) dJ1(r)

(51)

for some J1 E bVloc,-(JR). Conversely, every J1 E bVloc,-(JR) defines by (37) a continuous
linear functional on C+(JR).
Since C+(JR) = ind C n +(JR) the essential step in the proof of Proposition C.1 is the
n
'
characterization of the dual of each Cn,+(JR).
Lemma C.2 Let n E IN be fixed. Then for every L E C:,+(JR) there exists a function
E bvc(JR), right-continuous on JR \ {-n} and satisfying limt_oo J1(t) = 0, such that

J1

Lx

:=

JR x(r) d/l(r)

(x E Cn,+(JR»,

where the integral is Riemann-Stieltjes. The function J1 is unique upon (-n, 00).
Proof.
Let L E C:,+(JR) be fixed. Since Cn,+(JR) is an F-space with topology brought about by
the seminorms {x f-+ maxtE[-n,k) Ix(t) II k E IN}, there exist C 2: 0 and k E IN such that

I Lx I

~

C· max
tE[-n,k)

I x( t) I .

Notice that, if supp( x) ~ [k, 00), then L( x) = O.
Define the linear functional L n on C[ -n, k] as follows

(y E C[ -n, k]),

Lny := L(Yext)
where Yext E Cn,+(JR) is defined by
0

Yext(t):=

for
yet) - y( -n) for
{
y( k) - y( -n) for
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t ~ -n
-n ~ t ~ k
k~ t

(52)

Inequality (52) yields that

Lx =

(x E Cn,+(.Dl)).

Ln(x I[-n,kj)

Then L n is a continuous linear functional on C[-n, k]. Hence, by the Riesz-representation
Theorem (see [Kre], Theorem 4.4.1) L n corresponds uniquely to a function p of bounded
variation on [-n,k], right-continuous on the interval (-n,k] and satisfying p(k) = 0, in
the following way

Lny :=

1:

(y E C[-n,k]).

y(r)dp(r)

Next, extend p to IR in the following way

Pext(t)

Il(-n) for t::;-n
p(t) for -n::; t ::; k
{
o for k::; t.

:=

Then Pext E bVc (1R) satisfies the properties of the assertion. In fact, for all x E Cn,+(IR)

Lx

=

Ln(x I[-n,kj)

=

jk x(r) dp(r)

=

-n

[x(r) dPext(r),

JR

proving the existence of a function P satisfying the conditions.
Next, suppose v E bvc(IR) satisfies the conditions of the Proposition. Since we can enlarge
the constant kin (52), choose k such that supp(v) ~ [-k, k]. Let Ilext as in the above.
Notice that pext = V = 0 on the interval (k,oo). Then for all y E C[-n,k] we have that

Hence,

1:

y(r)dpext(r) -

1:k 1: jk
y(r)d

dpext(s)·H_n(r)

j-n Y(T)dv(T) -

=

[k

-n Y(T)d J-n dv(s)· H_n(r),

where the Heaviside function H_ n is defined by H_n(t) = 0 (t > -n) and H_n(t) = -1
(t ::; -n). By the uniqueness of P in the Riesz-representation Theorem for C[-n,k], we
find that for all t E [-n, k]

Pext(t)

+

1:L dllext(S)' H_n(t)

so Pext = v on (-n, 00) .

••Now we are able to prove Proposition C.l.
60

=

vet)

+

1:

dv(s)· H_n(t),

Proof of Proposition C.l.
Let F be a continuous linear functional on C+(JR)

= ind
Cn +(JR).
n
'

Then for each n E IN

the restricted mapping F ICn.+(R) is a continuous linear functional on Cn,+(JR). So, by
Lemma C.2 there exists for each n E IN a function J.ln E bvc(JR), satisfying the properties
of Lemma C.2, such that for all x E Cn,+(JR)

Lx

:=

iR x(r) dJ.ln(r).

Since J.ln is unique upon the interval (-n, 00) we have that J.ln+I I(-n,oo)= J.ln I(-n,oo)' Now
define the function J.l on JR as

J.l(t)

.-

lim J.ln(t).

n .....oo

Then J.l E bV/oc,_(JR) and

which proves the first part of Proposition C.l.
The converse part of the statement follows from the observation that for fixed n E IN and
J.l E bV/oc,_(JR) we have

I

[Rx(r)dJ.l(r)
i,

I

=

I

[x(r)dJln(r)1
iR

~

var(Jln)·maxlx(t)l,
tER

for all x E Cn,+(JR). Defining the functional F on C+(JR) by F(x):= IR x(r) dJ.ln(r) , we
find that F ICn.+(R) is a continuous linear functional on Cn,+(JR). Since this holds true
for every n E IN, Theorem 1.20 guarantees that F is a continuous linear functional on
C+(JR) = i~d Cn,+(JR) .

••
D

Proof of Proposition 5.4

In this appendix we prove the following result.

Proposition D.l Let V be a translatable strict LF-space of1J_(JR)-type and let (Ut)tER
denote the translation group on V. Then for each J.l E bV/oc,_(JR) and each x E V the
improper Riemann-Stieltjes integral I R urx dJ.l( r) exists. In fact, the mapping u[J.l] : V -+
V, where

is linear and continuous on V. Moreover, u[Jl]Ut = Utu[J.l] for all t E JR.
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Proof.
Let p E bVloc,_(JR) and x E V be fixed. Without loss of generality we may assume that
supp(p) ~ (-00,0], i.e. pet) = p(O) for an t 2:: O. Define for each A 2:: 0 the vector
alp, A]x E V by

The set-up of this proof is as follows. First, we show that (a[p, A]x )A>O is a Cauchy net
in V. Then, defining for each x E V the limit a[p]x := limA-+oo alp, A]x, we show that
the mapping x E V 1-+ a[/L]x is linear and continuous on V.
Let the F-spaces F n as in Theorem 4.3.iii, such that V = ind F n . Suppose I E IN is such
n
that x E Fl. Let q be a continuous seminorm on V. Then for each A 2:: B > 0 and
¢ E Cl:+(JR) we have

q(a[p,A]x - a[p,B]x) = q(

< q(

r

J[-A,-Bj
< var(PA,B)'

r

J[-A,-B]

aTxdp(r))

aT(x - i(¢))dp(r))
sup

tE[-A,-B]

+ q(

r

aT(i(¢))dp(r))
J[-A,-B]
q(at(x - i(¢))) + q(i(a[PA,B]¢)),

where PA,B = P I[-A,-B]' Notice that by the local equicontinuity of (at)tER , the seminorm
p : x 1-+ SUPtE[-A,-B] q(atx) is continuous. Furthermore, we have that supp (a[PA,B]¢) ~
[-I + B,oo). Hence, a[PA,B]¢ E Cl:+(JR) for every A 2:: B > O. Now, applying condition
I to the latter part of the inequality yields the existence of constants C
not depending on A and B, such that

> 0 and k E IN,

k

var(PA B)' p(x - i(¢))
,

+ C·"
~

max

tE[-I,k]

I (a[PA ,B]¢)(i)(t) I .
(53)

Observe that for A 2:: B 2:: k
A 2:: B 2:: k + I we find that

q(a[p, A]x - alp, B]x)

+I
~

the latter part of inequality (53) is zero. Hence, for

var(ILA,B)' inf {p(x - i(¢)) I ¢ E Cl:+(JR)}

=

O.

Since q was chosen arbitrary, we conclude that for A 2:: B 2:: k + I

(54)
We conclude that (a[p,A]x)A>O is for every x E V a Cauchy net in V. In fact, we can
define the improper Riemann-=-Stieltjes integral JR aTx dp( r) = limA-+oo J~ aTx dp( r)
pointwise.
Next, we investigate the mapping a[p] : x 1-+ JR aTx dp(r). Naturally, a[p] is linear. Now,
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fix 1 E IN. Let q be a continuous seminorm on V. Choose k E IN again as in condition I.
Then for each x E ;:1 by (54) we have

q(a[Jl]x) = q( [ arxdJl(r)) = q( [00 arxdJl(r)).

iR

i-k-I

So
q(a[Jl]x) = q( [0

i -k-I

arx dJl( r))

~

var(Jlk+I,o)'

sup

q(atx ).

tE[-k-l,O]

Again, observing that the seminorm x 1-4 SUPtE[-k-l,O] q( atx) is continuous on V, we
conclude that the mapping a[/t] is continuous on V.
Finally, let t E JR be fixed. Then the continuity of at yields that

a[Jl]atx

=

lim

(.>0 aT+t X dJl( r)

A-+oo i-A

=

lim at
A-+oo

for all x E V, proving the latter part of the statement .

••
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